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Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

A'ITENTION: R.W.BORCHARDT

SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON Tile AP600

Dear Mr. Borchardt:

Enclos tre three copics of the Westinghouse responses to NRC requests for additional information
on the , 600 from your letters of April 7,1994, April 15,1994, April 29,1994, May 5,1994,
May 11,1994, May 16,1994, May 23,1994 and June 8,1994. In addition, revisions of responses
previously submitted are provided.

A listing of the NRC requests for additional information responded to in this letter is contained in
Attachment A.

These responses are also provided as electronic files in Wordperfect 5.1 format with Mr. Kenyon's
copy.

If you have any questions on this material, please contact Mr. Brian A. McIntyre at 412-374-4334.

,/-

%.,
Nicholas J. Liparuto, Manager
Nuclear Safety Regulatory And Licensing Activities
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cc: B. A. McIntyre - Westinghouse
T. Kenyon - NRR
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NTD-NRC-94-4249
ATTACHMENT A

AP600 RAI RESPONSES
SUBMITTED JULY 291994

RAINo. Issue

210.090 : COL applicant process for seismic interaction

230.063R02: Soil column properties for horiz. & vert. models

260.020 : Resision to SSAR Table 16.2-1

410.110 : SWS radioactive leakage detection, control, isol.

410.112 : SWS valve position instmmentation

410.128 : TB CCWS temperature indications

410.133 : TC CCWS isophase bus cooling

410.136 : Steam & power conversion system protective feature

410.144 : URD requirements for TG

410.150 : Auxiliary steam system codes & standards

410.151 : Auxiliary steam system initial test program

410.153 : Compressed & instmment air system contaminants

410.158 : Figure 9.3.1-1
:

410.159 : Conformance of CAS to ANSI /ISA-S7.3-1975 (R1981)

410.161 : CAS testing (

410.163 : Agreement of text and figures in Section 9.2.9

410.176 : Fuel oil S&T system illustration

410.185 : Flood levels, methods of draining

410.187 : Effects of CWS piping failure

410.190 : SFCV closure actuation & leakage test requirements

410.208 : Protection of safety-related SSCs

410.213 : Protection of defense-in-depth equipment

410.219 : Safe-shutdown equipment in containment

410.243 : NI non-radioactive ventilation system

435.075 : Regulatory oversight of offsite power sources

440.054 : Potential rapid boron dilution scenarios
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NTD-NRC-94-4249
ATTACHhiENT A

AP600 RAI RESPONSES
SUBhilTTED JULY 291994

RAI No. Issue

440.058 : Tech Spec changes to deal with shutdown operations

440.078 : LTOP analysis

440.122 : DWS makeup isolation actuation logic

440.128 : RNS capabilities with single failure

440.131 : RNS desian reauirements under RTNSS

440.136 : PXS performance upon RNS operation

440.181 : Time available for manual actuation of ADS

440.190 : Effects of design changes on PRA success criteria ;

440.196 : Success paths for hiSLB upstream of hiSIV (
440.198 : Credit for PRHR controlin RTNSS evaluation

_

440.199 : Recirculation in tree SIS

480.055 : Inidentified NRHR oenetrations

480.076 : Containment penetrations bevond " state of art"
,

720.262R0l! Spectrum shape used in seismic margins analysis

720.263R0l! SSC fragilities and HCLPFs

720.264R0l! Plant HCLPF

720.265R01: Failure of non-seismically aualified SSCs

720.266R0l! Effect of seismic failure of non-seismic eauipment

720.268R01: Plant HCLPF during shutdown

720.269R01: Seismicallyinduced ATWS events :
1

720.270R0l! Systems modelled in seismic margins analysis

720.271R01: 1nitiating events with HCLPF areater than 0.5a !
i
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Question 210.90

The criteria in Sections 3.7.2.8 and 3.7.3.13 of the SSAR. relative to protecung certain SSCs inim adverse seisnde
interattions.are used for the design of the AP600. Ilowever, during the construction phase interferences 1 om tield
run items may lead to such interactions. To identify and correct such potentially adverse mteractions, proside a
statement in the SS AR that the COL applicant should descnhe the pnicess for completion of the design of
balance-ot. plant and non-sately systems to minimize 11/1 interactions and propose procedares to be used for
pertonning an assessment of the as-built plant to scrity that the interaction of non-seismic SSCs with seismie SSCs
does not attect the safety f unction of the seismic SSCs.

Response:

The cnteria for protection against seismic interaction are delined in SSAR Subsection 3.7.3.13. The design will be
pre-engineered and there will be few. if any, tield nm items. The criteria are also applicable to the process for
completion of detaded design. includmg reconciliation of as-procured equipment. SSAR Subsection 3.7.3.13 is
tevised as show n below to include the confirmatory analyses performed by the Conihined License applicant.
Subsection 3.7 3.13.2 is resised to include the criteria to delsrmine it a nonseismic source is hicated in a manner
w here its failure could result in impact on a safety-related item.

SSAR Revision:

Add item No. 3.13 in Table 1.8-1 (Sheet 3 of 8) as follows:

3.13 Seismic interaction review Requirement of AP600 Combined License applicant prognun 3.7.3.13

Resise Subsections 3.7.3.13 through 3.7.3.13.2 as shown below;

3.7.3.13 Interaction of Other Systems with Selsmic Category i Systems

The safety functions of seismic Category I structures, systems, and components are protected from interaction
with nonseismic structures. systems, and components: or their interaction is evaluated. The s:dety-relan d systems
and components required for safe shutdown are described in Section 7.4. This equipment is hicated in selected areas
of the auxiliary buildmg and inside containment. The primary means of protecting s:dety related structures. systems.
and components from adverse seismic interactions are discussed in the following paragraphs in the ordet of
preference.

Interactmn of oth+ connected,ystems with srismic Category I piping is considered by including the other piping
in the analysis of the seismic Category I system. This is discussed in Subsection 3.7.3.13.3.

The containment and each room outside containment containing safety-n htted systems or equipment. as identified
in Table 3.7.3-1, am reviewed for potenti:d adverse seismic interact'ons to emonstrate that systems structures, and
component > are not presented from perforning their re quired safe shutdown functions, in addition, th review
iJentities the protection featun s required to mitigate the consequences of seismic interaction in an area that contains
safety-related equipment. The seismic interaction review is perfunned on a room-by room basis and includes the
following stepw

W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Identification of the aon-seismic sources.

Identification of essential equipment in the area.

Evaluation of ettects on essential equipment..

The three-dimensional computer model and composites developed for the nuclear island are used during the
design process of the systems and components in the nuclear island, to aid in ev;duating and documenting the resiew
for seismic interactions. This detaned-resiew is pertonned using the design criteria and guidelines dut
14L+ described in Subsections 3.7.13.1 thmugh 3.7.13.3.

The seismic interaction review will be updated by the Comb; ed License applicant. This review is Ivrformed
in par:dlel with the seismic margin evaluation (see PRA Report. Appendix H, Subsection H.2.5). The review is based
on a+ procured data, as well as the as-constructed condition.

3.7.3.13.1 Separation and Segregation

Separation - The general plant arrangement provides physical separation between the seismic Category I and
nonscismic simctures. systems. and components to the maximum extent practicable in the nuclear island. The
objectise is to assist in the preclusion of a potential adverse interaction it the nonseismic structures, systems and
components w ere to tail during a seismic event. Whenes er pwsible nonseismic pipe, electncal raceway. or ductw ork
is nor routed abos e or adjacent to saf ety-related equipment, pipe, electrical raceway, or ductwork thereby climinating
the possibility of seismic interaction.

Segregation - Where separation by physical means cannet be accomplished and it becomes necessary to locate or
route nonseismic structures. systems. and components in or throughrauhua+mawhe, safety-related areas. the
nonseismic structures, sptems and components are segregated from the seismic Category I items to the extent
practicable.

3.7.3.13.2 Impact Analysis and Seismic Category ||

Impact Analpis - A specific nonseismic structure, system or compinent identified as a source to a srveitic safety-
related compinent can be acceptable without being classified as seismic Category lle-Wi4+m4+rebted if an
analysis demonstrates that the weight and configuration of the source, relative to the target, and the trajectory of the
sourte are such that the interaction would not cause unacceptable damage to the target. For example, a nonseisnue
instrument tube routed above a seismic Category I electrical cable tray would not pne a hazard and would be
acceptable-wid*mt whhtinial-+pporw.

Nonseismic equipment can overturn as a result of a safe shutdown earthquake. The trajectory of its f all is
evaluated to detennine if it poses a potential impact hazard to a safety-related structure, system. or component. If
it poses a hazard, the equipment is rehicated. or it is classified and supported as seismic Category 11.

Nonseismie walls, plationns.-Stairs. ladders, prating, handrail installations, or other stmetures next to safety-
related structures, systems, and components are evaluated to determine if their f ailure is credible.

,

Should a nonseismic structure, system. or component be capable of being dislodged Irom its supports, the trajec- )
tory of its f all is evaluated for potential ads erse impacts if these present a ha/ard. the structure, system or {
component is relocated or classified and supported as seismic Category II. Impact is assumed for sources within an )
imptct evaluation zone around the saf'ety related equipment. The impact evaluation zone is defined as the enselope

i
around the target f or w hich a source, if h>cated outside of the envelope, would not impact the target during an SSE I

!

210.90-2 |
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

&
in the event the supierts of the source were to l' ail and allow the source to f all. The impact evaluation /one is
defined by the solume extending 6 it horizontally from the perimeter of the Seismic Category I object up to a height
of 35 f t. The impact evaluation tone above 3511 is defined by a 10-degree cone radiating vertically from the foot
of the object. projected frorn its penineter. This definition of the impact esahution tone is illustrated in Figure
4.7.3-1. The impact evaluation tone need not extend beyond seistnic Category I structures suth as walls or floor
slabs.

Seismic Category 11

Where the precedmg approxhes of separation, segregation, or impact analysis cannot prevent unacceptable
interaction. the source is classified arul supported as seismic Category 11. The seismic Category 11 designation
proudes confidence that these nonseismie stnittures, systems, and cornponents can withstand the forces of a safe
shuld(In n 6.trtht|u.tke in addlliori til (ht' Ioading in||larted tirl the selsfritc Categor) 11 suji[Mirts due t() f ailure til flic*

remaining nonseismically sup;wirted juirtions. However, the f unctionality of these seisniie Category 11 viurces (hies
not have to be maintained following a safe shutdown carthquake.

.
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Tabie 3.7.3-I

Seismic Category | Equipment Outside Containment by Room Number

Room No. Roorn Name Equipment Description

12101 Dnision A battery room i llatteries

12102 Dn-ision C hittery room I ilatteries

12104 Spare battery room Spare batteries

12 lt L! Dnision B battery room i Ilatteries

12105 Division D battery room i flatteries

12114 Spare battery charger room
__

|2162 RNS pump nunn A RNS pressure boundary

12163 RNS pump roorn 11 RNS pressure bountiary

12201 Division A DC equipinent rmm DC equipment

12202 Division C battery nunn 2 Batteries

12203C Division C DC equipment rmm DC equipinent

1220111
-

Dnision 11 DC equipment room DC equipment

12204 Division 11 hitterv nwnn 2 flatteries

12205 Division D DC equipment nxun DC equipment naun

12211 Corridor Divisional cables

12212 RCP inp switchgear room B RCP trip switt hgear

12253 Pipe chase RNS containment isolation valves

12255 CVS makeup pump nxun CVS isolation valves
"

Divisional cable to teat for trip swgr

12256 Lower annulus CVSAVLS containment isolation valves
RNS piping

12257 Pipe chase CVSAVLS containment isolation salves
RNS piping

210.90-4
W WestinEhouse-
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Hiuien No. Rinirn Narne Equipinent Description

12300 Corridor Divisional cable

12301 Dn nion A LAC roorn Divnional IAC

12 W2 Dnision C IAC nunn Dn isional I AC

1240% Rett) ole Nhnidow'n workstation Neinote shutdo% n Workstation

12 W4 Dn nion il IAC/ penetration tooni Divisional I AC/clectncal penetrations

12405 Division D l&C/lvnetranon nxun Divisional I AC/ electrical penetrations

12106 Vahe/ piping penetration nuun CCS/CVS/DWS/1 PS/SGS containtnent
isolation vahes

12411 Corridor Dn isional cabling

12312 RCP inp s%itchgear nxim A RCP trip switt hgear

12I13 Dhidon C l&C/penetranon nwini Divisional IAC/ electrical penetrations

12321 IAC/non IE penetration nwun Divisional cabling

12351 M.untenance ihnir and staging area Divisional cabling (cciling)

12352 Personnel hatt h Personnel airkick (interhxku

12364 Rad pige chase PSS/SFS containment isolation valves

123%fi Middle annulus Class IE electrical penetrations
Various inct hanical piping penetrations

12362 RNS IlX nunn A RNS pressure boundary

12363 RNS IlX roorn 11 RNS pressure boundary

12400 Control nuun vestibte Control nwun access

12401 Main control nunn Main control panels
"

VilS IIVAC darnpers
VES isolation valves
Lights

124N Lo%er MSlV compartment il SGS containment isolation valves,
'

instrumentauon and controls

12405 VilS 11 and D equipment nunn VWS/PXS/CAS containment isolation vahes

W Westinghouse
-
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A
Room No. Ihwirsi Name Equipment Description

124t vi Lower MSIV compartment A SGS containment isolation valves,
instrumentation and controls

12412 Electrical penetration rmm Division A Divisional electrical penetrations

12421 RCC/non IE penetration room Divisional cabhng

12422 R: u tor trip switchgear 11 Reactor trip switchgear

12423 Reatfor trip switchgear I Reactor trip switchgear

12452 VFS penetration room VFS containment isolation valves, dnisional
cabling

12454 Rad pipe chase SFS/PSS/VFS/CVS cont. isolation valves
|

12504 Upper MSIV compartment B SGS CIVs. instrumentation and controls

12506 Upper MSIV compartment A VWS/PXS/CAS containment isolation valves

12552 Personnel hatch Personnel airhxk (interksks)

12553 Operating deck staging area VES high pressure air bottles

12556 l'pper annulus ICS piping and cabling
ICS air ballle

12561 Fuel handling area Spent l'uel storage racks

12701 PCS valve niom PCS isolation vah es/instnnnentation

PCS Water storage tank Level and temperature instrumentation

|
|

|

|
!

|

|

|

|
|

210.90-6
3 Westinghouse
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Figure 3.7.31
Impact Evaluation Zone
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Response Revision 1
_

Ouestion 230.63

The soil column propenies hir horinmtal ami settical (P-wave) matels are not consistent. Specifically. (at the
d.unpiny ratio for S & P wave motions are dif ferent and (b) Poisson's ratio for sods above the ground water table
appear to be too high. Provide an explanation to justif y f a) the use of same properties f or the horimnial and vertical
nuwleis. and ib) the use of a high Poisson's ratio in the analysis.

Response: (Revision 1)

The strain-unnpatible soil / rock shear nmdulus and damping (for shear wave) were obt;uned from the average
properties of two Sil AKE analysis results of the respective soil / rock profilf using 111 aml 112 time histories as
described in Section 2A.4 of the SS AR. These properties show n in Tables 2A 9 through 2A-12 were subsequently
used in the SSl analpis. Along with these properties. the P wave vehicity and the damping associated for P-wase
were obtained and used in the SSI analyses. The SS AR revision identified below pros ides the requested explanation.

The peewic-+1eain41etwo.le a 4 ear-wav,wl.enpinguer+e+4+v-~41/ow k-nuteeial*-wew.44auwd 4r wnw odlwtiona

of lah9atoryhwi #wailt+aww(wwthen44+ hear +4 rain,tmt tmle-Noownprehensive- tudy 4o measureP-wave4i

ticun|Nnf M*di wt'44m.itw te.l--44 4%-ftet^ritily vt%%uH6t4 4IMI-N-waW-stfwI-S-waved <dopN)p-af #4h+%aH66:-Thi%4 t

a**mng4km wa+ u~ed for-AP4 M1 Ale h4L >wint*tmly-was terhumed to evalude 4hrellet 444 P+awdamping;

The * 46-4oanetliunt ~41 protile-with P-wave +elocity444A X W1 f t/~ee-wa+ avulyve. lawing 411 A Kli in4 wowe.e*:
In Ge.e4.-the P-waw d.oninny-w.t+av.umed to Iv the+anw a*4h+S+ ave 41amisap4~hown 4m-Table-2A-4 44
In Case-2r41m P-waw41ampmp-was-ownputedaship

B 4[T} pV s
'P 3 S

P

Thr ubow 144ihmshirdsaw.ed 4.nwo41issipaihmahdumeinkwisnees-T1+vahe+for E+amix -were

+44 aim 4 inwn-Table 2A-144*n.lN -wa+awmwd to le&4X xt-14/%e*+4f H[w-wa*4ome.1 to4e levahan4bl pertw+1;themimumm444h4 wswet wa*Ev44'he nwp.wwe+1w 4ra inthe lre+ id at 4he4 leg 4h 44-4444 cwie*t* walingt
to tie he.e9nal 44e+ati.m wwe nop ue.1 in Fiyur+2ML4 Ahenwult+arealow wt 44k9akulmet h 4 hat 4he-im ve*-

her the4wo-sw.e**rees eeaially+uperimp.we(1--Thsesult+aresw+1efles4t4 by4 hep-waved,enpiny eatio.-This
i+d+w to 4hefact 4 hat 41w-u41edunm4respency al 4444el4h4+4aeyer than J|-Ilesteaml4heinget-nwahm at
y n *m.l vei hice4+ ellw tivelya,4aheed at -the lw.emat dewl in 4he h eedielilM:or -thi+# eav er4 sea 4 -~maller -P-
wavedamping+ahee* i* #wd etw 4ed-4amilet44Si re*f am .e++iynilisantly.

h-The P-wa v+ velocity for +at h layer 4nahe ~41/nw k-twulil+wa*4+htained in wn 4he~4 rain-a ung ut ehle-4wasuwave
velocitya+nd-theP 4wmbratio* slw>wn 4n Swthe-2AA--Thet:ak44ated 4Lwave+elochie+areel o-*hown ki
Table +2A 4 thomyh-2A-124)etwalingam 41e4Slet+*nd4lejuh-4o4te-water-4ahlerfl+Poiwmb ratio ++4
the*4m+erged 1,tyerswereadpNedr-if4*eseweryrto-maintain theF-wave 4el.*44ya441+ water 4 A4xx*4t/~ech
Thi+m1 nament 44 P-waw vehvity-aewi 4wice.-41+Poiwmb4atio-4+needed sofe41e(44he-P-wave [wotagation3
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Response Revision 1

peed h> - .atm ated media.-T1+e#oiw w+'s raiso f* w 4 ayes +#inve lhe water 4alhav e ty pet al +alut+*ppropriate for
ca 15 tespet the ~.il jwelite.-TheSSI sesultw jus tnulasly the1**rie.wital se~ponse~ rare-believed 4o leansen~+tive
to the s hangeel Poiw +nk valioAn theether hand -4he +enical4e .f a m~e* lor-eat hwil/o d sw.eweverweo+ed
by 4he le* pet tivt'*dertIIow-Walt *r-IahIt'Ast%+tl48t* lo-lhelat I lbit--M%t* 4+1M--wttvt*-vtd*% Ely464 4& altar-f t"AHIl*-N64e w

astronats e olaiw.ti.m -whh 4lepthe thus restdtisey4n larpeellet teve4otmdation motion.-Thefstrams'irit' SSI sutdy
on41epsh4o shewater-4al444mt he. led tha44hewaterialk at-grade levt44+4hr eweining-14ieklition4or-t>at16
se~ pet tive-venerie*+d prolile analyred--For-4liese-iw.esr4hePuiwmb-+alio4% awmne.l uk h 11.a6 4 hep-wave
veh(ity 44-4 h+wate+ A maintained.

SSAR Revision: (Revision 1)

Add the following paragraphs in Section 2A.4 at the end of the subsection titled " Free-Field Analysis Cases"

The generic strain-dependent shear wase d:unpmg curves for soil /nd materials aere obtained trom a collection
of laboratory test results as a function of shear strain amplitude. No comprehensive study to measure P wave
d.unping has been conducted. P-wave and S wave damping are assumed to be the same. A study was gwrformed
to evaluate the cilect of P-wave damping. The soft-to-medium soil profile with P-wave vehicity of SJK)O It/see was
analy/cd using SllAKE in two cases. In Case 1, the P-wave damping was assumed to be the same as the S-wave
damping (shown on Table 2A-10). In Case 2, the P-wave damping was computed using

0 3[T) P
4 "S

P S

P

This relationship is based on zero dissipation for volumetric changes. The values for p, and V, were obtained from
Tahic 2A-10 and V was assumed to be 5J00 ft/sec. If p was found to be less than 0.1 percent, the minimum ofp p

0.1 percent was used. The response spectra in the free-field at the depth of 40 ft corresponding to the basemat
elevation are compared in Figure 2A-32. The results are almost identical such that the curves for the two cases are
essentially superimposed The results are not affected by the P-wave damping tatio. This is due to the fact that the
soil column frequency at 40 ft depth is larger than 31 Hertz and the input motion at ground surface is elfectively
retained at the basemat level in the free-field. For this reason, use of smaller P wave damping values is not expected I

to af fect SSI responses significantly.

The P wave vehicity for each layer in the soil / rock profile was obtained from the strain-compatible shear wave
velocity and the Peisson's rauos shown in Section 2A.4. The calculated P-wave velocities are also shown in Tables
2A-9 thmugh 2A-12. Depending on the SSI case and depth to the water table, the Poisson's ratios of the submerged
layers were adjusted,if necessary, to maintain the P-wave vehicity of the water (5J100 It/sec). This adjustment of !
P-wase vehicity and hence, the Poisson's ratio. is needed to reflect the P-wave propagation speed in saturated media. |
The Poisson's ratio for layers ab(17e the water table are typical values appropriate for each respective soil profile. I

The SSI results, particularly the horizontal responses, are believed to be insensitive to the change of Poisson'.t ratio.
On the other hand, the vertical responses for each soil / rock case were governed by the respective shallow water table
case due to lhe fact that use of P-wave vekicity of water results in less attenuation of motion with depth, thus i

resulting in large ef fective f oundation, motion. The parametric SSI study on depth to the water table concluded that |
the water tat!e at grade level is the governing condition for each respective generic soil profile analy7ed. For these
cases. the Pouson's ratio is assumed such that the P-wave vehicity of the water is maintained.

230.63(RI)-2
3 Westinghouse
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Response Revision 1 ~"
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Question 260.20

in requinse to Q260.12. Westinghouse states that Revision I to the stantLtrd s;dety ev:duation reg. ort (SS AR) includes
revisions to Tabic 16.2-1 to retket the implementation of the process on the regulatory treatment of non-safety-
related systerns. Revision i deletes this table. Clarify this response.

Response:

In Resision I of the SS AR the reference in Subsection 16.2.1.1 to Table 16.21 of the SS AR was replaced by a
reference to WCAP-13X56 (SSAR Ref erence 2, see Subsection 16.2.6). The response to R AI 260.12 will be revised
accordingly. The resixmse to RAI 100.11 provides additional infonnation on defense-in-depth systeins systems
found to be significant in the AP600 implementation of regulatory treatment of nonsalcty systems (RTNSS). and
application of Quality Group D puidelines.

SSAR Revision: NONE

,
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Question 410.110

Prmide additional intonnation regarding the capability for detection control, and isolation of radioactive leakage
into and out of the SWS. and prevention of accidental release to the environment. The discussion should include
both nonnal operation and post-accident operation.

Response:

The seruce water system intenaces with the potentially radioactive component cooling water system at the
component cooling water system heat exchangers. As described in SSAll Subsection 9.2.2. the component cooling
water system is a closed loop cooling system that provides a barrier to the release of radioactivity between the plant
comjonents being cooled that handle radioactive fluid and the environment. Component cooling water system fluid
is nonnally not radioactise but may become contammated if leakage occurs f rom some of its interfacing systems.
As described in SS AR Subsection 9.2.2.4.5.2. the component cooling water system includes f eatures to detect, control
and isolate radioactive inleakage. including radiation monitoring. The com[unent cooling water system also provides
for lesel indication and alann at the component cooling water system surge tank. As described in Subsection
9.2.2.4.5.1 excessive leakage from the component cooling water system causes the water level in the surge tank to
drop and a low level alarm to actuate. This is one method for detecting possible leakage of component cooling water
system fluid into the sersice water system.

Prmisions in the service water system design for detecting inleakage of any radioactive fluid include a radiation
monitor that monitors the service water system cooling tower blowdow n ef fluent, and the provision for taking hical
service water system fluid s;unples both upstream and downstream of the component cooling water heat exchangers.
A hical s:unple can be taken of the tower blowdown ellluent as well. Tower blowdown flow can ir isolated by
remote manual control. The tower blowdown valve fails closed upon loss of electrical power or instrument air. The
sersice water system is a cooling water system that nonnally interfaces with the environment only through such
meam as the coohng tower, discharpe of blowdown and backwashing of strainers. The service water syst. .. is not
required to operate for post accident conditions. The provisions discussed above for detection, control and isolation
of radioatlive leakage during nonnat operation also apply to gust accident operation.

SSAR Revision: NONE

,
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Question 410.112

Proude additional inhirination in Section 9.2.1.5 of the SS AR on the instrumentation that will indicate the valve
positions of the SWS.

Response:

Power-actuated valves in the sersice water system are prosided with valve position indication instrumentation.
Power-actuated vahes that operate in an on/oll manner include limit switches that provide ern! of travel indication.
Powcr-actuated valves that can be operated in a modulating f ashion are provided with vanable feedback t)pe devices
that indicate actual valve position. SS AR Subsection 9.2.1.5 states that heat exchanger inlet block valves are
provided with [milion indication. This staternent will he revised to reflect that service water system power-actuated
valves are provided with vahe [mition indication instrumentation.

SSAR Revision:

Replace the next to last paragraph in SSAR Subsection 9.2.1.5 with the f ollowing:

lleainihanges-ink 4 hhd+h +ition imliationb mwkhdPower actuated valves in the SWS are prosided1 i
with valve position indication in.stnnnentation.

"#
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Question 410.128 |

Section 9.2.M.4 of the SS AR indicates that the pertonnance of sptem cinnponents is demonstrated by continuous
operation. Section 9.2.8.5 of the SS AR describes all of the instrumentation for the turbine building closed cooling
water system. The instannentation described does not include any temperature or valve position indicators. The
stall finds that there are temperature indicators shown in the P&lD.11 this is the case, revise the instrumentation
descnption in Section 9.2.X.4 of the 5S AR. 11 not, explain how the system heat removal f unction can be
demonstrated by continuous operation without any temperature indicators. In addition expttin how leakage in the
system can be detected and isolated.

Response:

Temperature indication is provided at hvations upstream and dow nstre;un of the turbine building (losed cooling water
system heat exchangers. and How indication is provided f or individual cooled components as well as for total sy> tem
flow. Lesel indication and altrms are provided for the surge tank as desenbed in Subsection 9.2.8.5 and provide
tne primary means of detecting leakage into or out of the system. The means of isolating a leak depends on the
nature and hication of the leak, but in general is accomplished by closing the appropriate component isolation vah es.
SS AR Figure 9.2.8-1 will be provided in revision 2 of the SSAR.

SSAR Revision:

Resise Subsection 9.2.8.5 as follows:

9.2.8.5 Instrument Applications

The pumpe min 4 *mi-41meem4h>w-imkat4c,*r+h.catal 4m4h+ maine min 4-n * *n,
La al4tedicati. m +>l <hwalu*4ing+ater-*. urge 4ank4 vel 4*jvovhledr**-well*++m pts tankaw-ami hiyh4evel

alann4n tie 4nainemin4+=wnrEatittmnp41iwharg+u ntaine pre *.wn+gaue#
h mnehalicat. wu mnectioss ate provklal-w here4*tuis al f4 v-te=.teng amihalaewh+g 4le+y*mr% +w4mikwi+v

tap + art' h icaseit al +44 ate'giejw+ int +hv4hi++yst<*mhv4nitiallialanchig4+f 4he419w*a#x1444+tulying 4h+wulurhig-pla4+1
operath%

Parameters important to system operation are monitored in the main control nxnn. Flow indication is provided
for indivklual cooled components as well as for the total system flow. A total system flow signal aho automatically
modulates open the systein bypass valve, when required, to maintain pump minimum Dow.

Temperature indication is pmy,ided at hications upstream and downsticam of the turbine building closed cooling
water system heat exchangers. High tempeniture of the cooling water supply altrms in the main control room.
Teinperature test points are provided at hications to facilitate thermal performance testing.

Pressure indication is provided upstream of the pumps and at each pump discharge. Also. Iow pressure at the
discharge of an operating pump automatically starts the standby pump. Pressure instrumentation at the surge tank
alarms in the main control nxun on high pressure in the tank.

. 410.128-1
3 Westinghouse
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Level instrumentation on the surge tank pnn ides level indication and luth low- and high-level alarin in the inain
control room. Alm at low tank level, a valve in the makeup water line automatically actuates to proside snakeup
ilow froin the demineralized water transfer and storage system.

-

410.128-2
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Question 410.133

Table 9.2.8-l of the SS AR lists all of the conywinents cooled by the turbine building closed coohng water system.
Figure 9.2.8.1 of the SSAR is the P&lD for the system. The staf f caniot find the isophase bus cooling units and
miscellaneous purnp inorors in Figure 9.2.8.1, although they are listed in :he table. Clarity the discrepancy and
expl:un the function of these isophase bus cooling units and miscellaneous pump.s.

Response:

Cooling for the isolated phase (isophase) bus cooling unit and miscellaneous pump motors :tre no longer included
in the design of the turbine building closed cooling water system. The isophase bus is self-cooled and no cooling
water is required. There are no " miscellaneous pump motors" that are cooled by TCS. SSAR Figure 9.2.8-1 will
be prosided in revision 2 of the SSAR.

,

eS'

n
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SSAR Revision:

Revne SS AR Table 9.2% 1 as follows.

Table 9.2.8-1

Turbine Building Closed Cooling Water System
Normal Power Generation Operation

(Noininal Values)

Approxiinate Approxiinate
Total Tiital
Flow !)uty

Component ( g pn. ' (Iltu/hr x 1(/9

Main 4uildne ini.e +4|+4= des *- r- rm m . . cr 14xx , . ,,,rin;17m, .

-Steant yenesaior leed um+p uw. tora. ., m r-40 .. . . .,r, mt . , rrm ,, .- 4 ).40.

-Air-*kkseal 4.el 44* 4er rm ;- ; rv rrrrr r , 2 tat- r m . vr m,,_ l 46, , , ,

44y.lsoyen -klewl-nil e n der, crrr . . m,. . m r-lix) . 7 7 -44:16,.

l N iter-ais+4a A > .-2XO . rm, r---41.xu. . rm . . m. .r. . , . r,

- N nnn tum m t water e *4er .4 57 . m,_1. 44. , .r,.

-la.oj46.e.e bu+ o.4ing 4neit+ ,,-#7 ,- rrr m . - .,--UX 7. c. .,r.. .7,.

-[eneralof lH 'liopt'ni4M 4er 6 bMNI . m7 rkA.Nb. T, . .. . rr- T- r. - . rrr .

-bi4T4M4(n 414M4th- r r rrrrT, . . 24I . r, r r--Il Ox. 4 m r-r r, m. .c. . , . .rr.

4'osalenweie jwanp ow. tor under em, . . 1,- r, rr . . mA(I 4,45. , . . cv .

-Twidne plant %mpling+ya.4ent . rr-4 47 . ., vr, . ,, r,, ,- 1. 56

-Mi < ellancem+ pmnp nu.lon. ,-J.4 x4,,,, . . m,, vrrv, vr- 14 X). r rr.,, m

Total, rer,,, . 12,1lu, m 51.-74.rr . r cr, vr,

Main turbine luhe oil co<4ers 3(XH) 10.17. . . . . .

Main feedwater pump seal water co(ders 40 0.40. .. . . . . .. .. ..

Air side ..eal oil cooler 260 . 1.46. . . .. . .

Ilydrogen side seal oil cooler . l(W) 0.16. .. .. ... . . . .. ..

Exciter air coolers . 300 .. 0.89... ..3. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .

Generator hydrogen coolers . . . 6510 . 33.86.... . . . .

Ell control caders 'O 0.0X. ..... ... . . . . ...

Condensate pump motor coolers . 50 O. I 5, ... ... . .... . .

Secondary sampling system coolers . 2(E , ., 0.77. . . .... .. . .

Total . 10.487 47.94. . . . . . . . , .

410.133-2
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Question 410.136

Section 10.1.2 of the SS AR ..sts six protective leatures f or the ste:un and power conversion system. Are any of these
protective teatures s:Jety-related!

Response:

Overpressure protection for the main steam lines as described in Item B of SS AR Subsection 10.1.2 is a safety-
related tunetion. The other protective features in Subsection 10.1.2 are for investment protection and personnel safety
only.

SSAR Revision:

Revise Subsection 10.1.2. Item B, first paragraph as follows:

B. Overpressure Protection

Spring-loaded safety valves are provided on both main steam lines in accordance with the ASME Code.
Section 111. The pressure relief capacity of the safety valves is such that the energy generated at the high flux
reactor trip setting can be dissipated through this system. The design capacity of the main steam safety valves
equals or exceeds 105 percent of the NSSS design steamilow at an accumulation pressure not exceeding
110 percent of the main steam system design pressure. Overpressure protection for the main steam lines is a
safety related function. The main steam safety valves are described in Subsection 10.3.2.

-

W WestinEhouse
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Question 410.144

Section 1.5.1 of Chapter 13 of the EPRI tJtility Requirernents Docurnent (Voluine 111) specifies 22 Ley requirernents
(Sections 1.5.1.1 through 1.5.1.22) for design life, operability, reliability, accessibility, inaintainability, and
inspectability for the turbine-generator design for passise ALWRs. Describe how the turbine-generator design for
the APNM) design snects each of these 22 requirements.

Response:

The Utility Requirements Document does not create licensing or regulatory requirements. Below is a discussion of
how the APNN)turhine generator design meets the 22 requirements with respect to potential impacts on saf ety-related
components and control systems.

1. Design Life

The turbine-generator is designed for N) years of service. Some major components, such as the rotors. Inay
require changeout during the plant lifetime. The purpose of this requirement is to protect the owner's
investment and to improve turbine-generator availability. Increasing the turbine generator service periid to 60
years has no impact on safety-related components.

2. Availability

The turbine-generator is designed for improved reliability in order to support the over:dl plant reliability goal.
Design features to support this reliability goal include the 22 requirements discussed in this RAI response. By
reducing the number of unit tnps, the likelihood of challenging safety-related systems is reduced.

.
'

3. Design Margin for Abnonnal Operating Conditions

The turbine generator and its auxiliary systems are provid-d with design margins that will allow it to continue
to operate at full or reduced power levels during anticipated secondary side of f-design opeinting conditions.
Anticipated off-design secondary side conditions include:

Operation at of f-normal frequency deviationso

o Turbine operation at 709 power with one string of HP or LP feedwater heaters out of service

o Operation with the MSR-eut of service

Operation of the generator rotor 2 tienes a year at a field voltage of 125M of rated load field voltage foro

one minute.

Design margins increase unit av'ailability and reduce the likelihood of challenging safety-related systems.

W WestinEhouse_
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4 Prosen Technology

Components of the AP600 turbine-generator are convention.d and typical of those that have been used in other
power plants. This requirement has no impact on salety-related compeaents and control systems.

5. Technical Analysis

Critena for stress analysis, fatigue, and brittle tracture analysis of the turbine-generator components are
established. These technical analpes will be prepared for the AP6(H) and provide design basis infonnation to
the operator.

6. Reliability and Accessibility of 'lhreaded Fasteners

Design requirements associated with the use of threaded f asteners and nsitive locking devices for threadetli
tasteners are established to reduce the potential for loss generation due to threaded fastener tailure. Reducing
the number of turbine trips reduces the hkelihood of challenging safety-related systems. Fasteners should be

|
readily accessible for removal / installation using manual or hydraulic wrenches to present delays during turbine
generator maintenance. This requirement has no impact on salety-related components and control sptems.

7. Maintenance and Ins [vction Enhancements

Recommendations are provided for enhancing maintenance and inspection of turbine generator equipment to
increase worker productivity and minimize the impact of maintenance, inspection. and test activities on plant
availability. Equipment access, equipment layout, speci:d tools, and maintenance space requirements are

1

established. This requirement has no impact on safety-related components and control systems.
|

X. Turbine Flow Margin |
|

|The turbine is designed with up to a SM tlow margin above the flow required to meet the maximum guaranteed i

output in order to provide tiexibility in matching steam conditions trom the steam generator. This is a standard
design requirement for turbines. This requirement has no impact on safety-related components and control
systems. |

|
9 Turbine Loading Rates

The turbine is designed for a load step increase or decrease of 10M in 60 seconds when the plant power level
is in the range of 50 to itX)M. SS AR Subsection 7.7.2 provides information on specified reference transients
that the plant control systeE is capable of maneuvering through without violating plant protection and
component limitations. These reference transients include a specified 10 percent step load increase or decrease.
Subsection 7.7.1.1 also describes the r:unp rate capability without reactor trip or ste;un dump actuation. This
requirement has no impact on safety-related components and control systems.

410.144-2
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10. Load Following Operation

The APNN)is designed to allow daily load changes between 100 and 30 percent of rated power and is capable
of transitioning between baseload and load follow operation. The turbine generator control system has the same
loading and load following characteristics as the NSSS. This information is found in SS AR Subsection 10.2.7

I 1. Turbine Control System Reliability

Provisions are included to increase the reliability of the control system including turbine overspeed protection.
quick chising steam supply valves, redundant control system features, two-out-of-three voting logie on turbme
governor speed signals redundant instrumentation, and redundant snethods of overspeed protection.

The APN C provides quick closing main stop control valves. intercept vahes, and reheat stop valves to prevent
turbine oserspeed events. Redundant power sources are supplied to the turbine electrohydraulic control (EHC)
system and redundant instannentation is provided at critical components to increase control system reliability.

Two separate methods of turbine overspeed protection are provided in the APNHL The first is the norinal
overspeeni control w hich is an integral portion of the speed control unit. The secor.d is the emergency trip
sprem which uses three separate speed signals and two-out-of-three logie for overspeed tripping.

Additional infonnation on these APNH) systems is available in SSAR Section 10.2. Incorporation of these
features into the APNN) design potentially reduces the number of turbine trips, thereby reducing the likelihood
of challenging safety-related systems.

12. Stress Corrosian Cracking Resistant Materials

!

Turbine rotor and blade materials are selected and fabrication techniques are employed which have proven i
resistance to stress corrosion cracking (SCC). See SSAR Subsection 10.2.3.

13. Field Repairable Diaphragm Blade Materials

Provisions are provided for field repair of diaphragm blades in order to reduce the outage time required for
diaphragm rtpair. This has no impact on salety-related components and control systems.

)
i

14. Torsional Shaf t Vibrations

Specific provisions to precluds d.unage due to sub-and super-synchronous torsional shalt vibrations are provided
to reduce the probability of LP turbine blade f ailures.

15. One-piece Rotor Designs

The APNN) turbme rotors are ftrlly integral.

. 410.144 3W Westinghouse
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16. N1oisture Erosion Protection

Provisions are included for protection against moisture erosion of turbir.e 'te;un path iomponents in order to
reduce the need for blade replacements w hith result in lengthened turbine outages, and theref ore, reduced plant
av:ulability. This requirement has no impact on s;dety-related components .:nd con.rol systerns.

17. Rotor Interchangeability

LP and Hp rotor interchangeablity reduces outage time and spare parts inventory. Tnis has no impact on safety-
related components and control sy stems.

I

18. Turbine Vahe Assembly

Proven designs are incorporated into the APNN) turbine generator valves and design critena base been
established to control uhration induced tailures.

19 Luhe Oil System and Seal Oil System Cleanliness

Full flow tilters and corTosion resistant supply p; ping dow nstre:un of the full flow tilters in the lube and se:d
mi systems is prosided to reduce tube oil contaminants whrch are a major caus of turbine-generator bearing
degradation and tailures. This requirement has no impact on safety-related components and control systems.

20 On line Diagnostic N1onitoring

On line continuous monitoring and trending instrumentation for the turbine generator is provided to detect and
hicate problems before component failures occur. The APNN) turbine-generator supervisory instrumentation
is listed in SS AR Subsection 10.2.5.

21. Generator Retaining Ring N1aterial

IShin 18Cr material is used for the generator retaining rings to provide improved resistance to stress corrosion
cracking. This requirement has no impact on safety-related components and wntrol systems.

22. Stator End Winding Supg=>rts

Design improvemenS have been implemented to address end winding 5ibration and loosening problems. These
problems have caused insulatipn breakdown, ground failures, and pnase lead breakage resulting in reduced plant
av;ulability. This requirement has no impact on safety-related components and control sy stems.

SSAR Revision: NONE

410.144-4
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Ouestion 410.150

Set tic "1.4.10.2.2 of the SSAR states that Section 3.2 pnnides the codes and stand:uds for the auuliary ste;un
syster. Secnon 1.2.4 states that Table 3.2-3 hsts met hanical and fluid system com[unent and its awociated
equipment class and seisnue calegory as well as other related int'onnation. Iloweser, the sta!! cannot find the
infonnation on the code and standards of the auxiliary steam systern in Table 3.2-3 or Section 3.2 of the SSAR.
Provide the abose intonnation.

Response:

The ausiliary steam system is saf ety cl.tssification Class E. The auxiliary steam system is listed in Table 3.2-3 sheet
107 of 107 as one of the systems that contain no components that are Class A. II. C. or D. Claw E cominnents are
designed to indu*tnal standards as Acussed in note 12 of Table 3.2-1.

SSAR Revision:

Hestse the first sentence in SSAR Subsection 10.4.10.2.2 as tollows.

10.4.10.2.2 Component Description

Go.kwe.144 lad, appikabhu.4howuuliev-Me tm+Wem ar#4i.ted4n4eethe A.2, Auxiliary steam system
component classification is as described in Section 3.2. |

1

I

1

- 1
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Question 410.151

Section 10.410.4 of the SS AR states that the auxiliary ste:un system is tested pnor to initial plant operation. Ihm
will the test he pertonned! Where is the test program? The staf f cannot locate it in Chapter 14 or any other SS AR
Chapter.

Response:

Testing procedures for the auxiliary steam system are not located in Chapter 14 of the SS AR. The scope of
Chapter 14 is presented in Subsection 14.2.1. Chapter 14 contains only preoperational and startup tests for systems
that: are relied an for safe shutdown and coohjow n of the reactor; are relied on for establishing confonnance with
safety limits; are classified as engineered safety features actuation systems; are assumed to function during an
accident; or are used to limit the release of radioactive material as described in Subsection 14.2.12 of Regulatory
Guide 1.70. The auxiliary steam system pertonns none of these functions. therefore testing procedures are not
included in Chapter 14. Testing procedures for the auxiliary steam system are included in the system specitication
and vendor equipment instruction manuals w hith are not part of the AP600 design certificatom review.

SSAR Revision NONE

1
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Ouestion 410.153

Section 9.3.1 of the SS AR states that (a) the compressed and instnanent air systems are hee of all comwisc
contaminants and hazardous gases, ll;unmable or toxic, w hich may be draw n into the airstream and (b) the breathing
;ur subsystem is tree of radioact ve contamination (See Infonnation Notice SS-(Wi). Ilow will this be accomplished!i

Are the compressor intakes hwated in an area tree of comwise contuninants and hazardous gasses? Will regular
periodie checks be made to assure high quality air?

Response:

The air compressors associated with the compressed and instrument air sy stem (CAS) are hicated in the turbinea.

building on clesation 135'. Carbon dioxide and nitrogen are stored in the turbine buihling at elevation IIHf.
These gasses are not corrosive or llammable. Due to the free volume of the turbine building and the distarice
between the pas storage site and the inlet to the breathing air compressor. tailures of these bulk gas systems are
unhkely to allect the breathing air subsystem.

The hydrogen and oxygen bulk gas storage facilities are h>eated outdoors approximately 65tf from the air
compressor intakes. Postulated f ailures of these systems would not af fect the compressed and instrument air
system (CAS).

b. No potential radioactive contamination sources are hicated near the breathing air system compressor intake. Air
supplied to the breathing air subsystem compressor is taken trom the turbine building. The AP6(x turbine
building has no significant sources of airbome radioactivity (refer to SS AR Subsection 12.3.3.4).

The compressor intakes (instrument service, and breathing air) are hicated in an area where corrosive
(ontaminants, radiation hazards, and hazardous passes are not nonnally found. The compressed air system (CAS i
consists of three separate subsystems. The independence of the breathing air subsystem prevents the type of
ace; dents resultmg f rom cross connections as indicated in Infonaation Notice MS-06. Additionally. provisions
are made for sampling lines to determine air quality.

SSAR Revision: NONE

h
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Question 410.158

Why does Figure 9.3.1 1 (Sheet 2 of 2) of the SSAR show (a) the instrument air dryers (I A and 114 and (b) the
'

breathing air einergency backup bottles with a dotted line? Does this mean they are not gurt of the system!
i

l

Response:
1

The dotted lines on the referenced drawing are a way ol' indicating a commodity or a packaged device that is I

procured directly f rom a vendor. The dotted line serves to delineate the bountLiry of the vendor equipinent patkage.
Tht instrument air dryers (1 A and 111) as well as the emergency backup air bottles are a p.trt of the CAS.

SSAR Revision: NONE

i

i
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Question 410.159

Revise Section 9.3.l.2.2 of the SS AR to pnnide the hdlowing inhinnation.

Because Section 9.3.1.2.2 addresses the quality of air in the compressed and instrument air system, the st.dfa.

believes that it is more appropriate to reference ANSI /ISA-57.3-1975 (R1981) on air quality instead of
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.6S.3 (testing) in the last sentence in the second paragraph. Therefore, modify this
sentence to state that "The test performaoce criteria shall be -2XcF dewpoint at line pressure in accordance with
ANSI /lS A-S7.3-1975 (R 1981)."

h. liecause Section 9.3.1.2.2 addresses the quality of air in the compressed and instrument air system, the stati
belieses that it is more appropriate to reference ANSl/lSA-S7.31975 (R1981) on air quality instead of Section
9.3.1 of the standard resiew plan in the last sentence in the third paragraph. Therefore, modify this sentence
to state that "The af tertillers are a disposable cartridge fiher capable of removing 9x percent of one micron and
larger particulates and 1(H) percent of three micron and larger particulates in accordance with
ANSI /IS A-S7.3-1975 (R l981)."

Provide a commitment to NUREG-1275 regarding air quality for the compressed and instrument air system byc.

stating that the air quality (-28'F dewpoint and particulates s 3 microns) meets the manufacturer's air supply
requirements Ior all pneumatic equipment that is either safety-related or relied upon to perfonn a safety Itaction.

Response:

We concur with the recommendations made on the substitution of ANSI /ISA-S7.3 - 1975 (R1981) for Regulatory
Guide 1.68.3 in sections a and b.

|

The SS AR wdl be modified to state that " The test perfonnance criteria shall be -28 ' F dewpoint at line pressure 1a.

in accordance with ANSI /IS A-57.3-1975 (R1981)."in Subsection 9.3.1.2.2. |

|
b. Subsection 9.3.1.2.2 wd1 he changed to indicate that "The af terfilters are a disposable cartridge filter capable

'

of removing 98 percent of I micron and larger particulates and im percent of 3 micron and larger particulates )
in acconlance with ANSI /ISA-S7.3-1975 th1981)." l

1
1

c. This is not required in the AP6m SS AR because only the fourth stage automatic depressurization system ( ADS)
valve uses C'AS foi nonnal operation. A separate safety-related acenmulator is provided to drive the valve to '

the f ail-safe posinon. There are no devices in the AiWM) plant that rely upon instrument air to perf orm a safety-
related function. |

|
1

|'

|
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SSAR Revision: See marked sections et the SS AR as attached to and retcrenced in the response to RAI 410.152.

The tollowing are statements addressing this RAI and SSAR revisions;

a. Revise Subsection 9.3.1.2.2 as follows.

9.3.1.2.2 Component Description

Instnnnent Air Subsystem

The three two oil tree rotary compressors associated with the instrument air subsystem are each rated at
S00 wim with a discharge pressure of 125 psig. The compiessors are driven by 200-hp motors.

Eath of the two air dryers has a rated capacity of 4(u) 800 scim at -640'F dewpoint at 120 psig. The test
perfonnance criteria shall be -28oF dewpoint at line pressure in accordance with Repulsorv-Gukle-4MJ
seemnendahmANSI/IS A S7.3-1975 (F 1981).

h. Revise Subsection 9.3.1.2.2 as follows.

Each of the two pretilters and af terfilters are sized for 4444 800 scfm at 120 psig. The pretilters are disposable
coalescing cartridge tillers capable of removing 99.9 percent of all moisture larger than 0.3 micron and particulates
greater than 15.0 microns. The alterfilters are a disposable canridge filter capable of removing 98 percent of one
micron and larger paniculates and 100 percent of three micron and larger particulates in accordance with NUREU-
(EtnAn+GI ANSI /IS A-S7.3-1975 (R1981).

c. No SS AR revision necessary.
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Question 410.161

Because Section 9.3.1.4 of the SS AR addresses the testing of the compressed and instrument air system, the statt
believes that it is more appropnate to reference RG 1.68.3 instead of ANSI /IS A-S7 3-1975 (R1981) on air quality
in the third paragraph of the section. Therefore. modify the paragraph to state that "During the initi:d plant testing
prior to reactor startup . ulun a complete and sudden loss, a gradual loss. and an increase of compressed air
pressure as desenbed in RG 1.6K.3." This infonnation should also be provided in Section 14 of the SSAR.

Response:

The third pa.agraph of SS AR Subsection 9.3.1.4 will be deleted because testing of air operated safety related valves
is outside the scope of the CAS testing. There are no devices m the AP600 plant that rely upon instrument air to
perfonn safety f unctions.

SSAR Revision: See m.uked section of the SSAR as attached and referenced in RAI 410.152.

The SS AR will be revised as follows:

The third paragraph of Section 9.3.1.4 will be deleted.

.

'

9.3.1.4 Tests and Inspections

The compressors. attercoolers, receivers, pretilters, dryers, purification systems. af terfilters, and the control
panels are insiveted or tested prior to installation. The complete installed compressed air system is inspected, tested,
and then operated to verity it meets its performance requirements. including operitional sequences and alarm
f unctions.

Air compressors and associated components on standby are checked and operated periodically. Air tillers are
inspected for cleanliness.mt-4he-de.kvant Dessicant in the air dryers is changed when it no longer performs
according to the manuf acturer's specifications.

Durmy4heimtial plant 4e diay fvh+4evreactor .4anugwie4y+y*4emuttilir4ny4wngwe*. .ed eir wie4e 4ed 4a+erdy
1*it- . ale 4+perathin44+ir41wated-+ahe.-ugunh4d4wnprewed-air-oraedus4kos4,*ir-3*e ortse.-de aibed-in
Relwen(+1-4es4i+*4W i.mumarirewwdormanswwith-Reyulator%uide4M-

Sample points are provided downstream of the air dryers in the instrument air subsystem and downstream of
the purifiers in the breathing air subsystem. Each sample line includes a manual one inch globe valve with a reduced
port.

,

The breathing air system is ins [veted, tested, and then operated to verily its performance requirements.

,
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Question 410.163

Resise Figure 9.2.9-1 of the SSAR to agree with the systein description in Section 9.2.9 For ex:unple, the turbine
building draun tanks :url pumps referred to in the sys' n description. are not given the same title in the figure.

Response:

Figure 9.2.91 has been revised arnt will be incorporaied into the SS AR Revision 2.

SS AR Revision:

Resised Figure 9.2.91 will be provided in the SS AR Resision 2.

|
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Question 410.176

Resise Figure 9.5.4-1 of the SSAR to show the whole systein. including the day tank ;uul the piping troen the day I

tank to the diesel generator.

Response:

)
A resised Figure 9.5.4-1 will be provided in revision 2 of the SSAR.

|

|
SSAR Revision: 1

1

1
Figure 9.5.4-1 of the SS AR will be revised. '

|

|
|

|
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Question 410.185

Regarding waste w. iter dr.unare in the plant. Section 9.2.9 of the SSAR states in part. that leve! controls are
provided for the buildmg sumps, surge tank, and waste watcr retention basin to prevent overtlow. The statt is
conterned that the drainage system to the sump or surge tank may i;ul because of esents such as an carthquake.
Proude intonnation on thux! levels and the rnethods for draining out the water af ter a limiting pipe break, assummg
a period of water leakage w hile the operator isolates the problem area. Also, identify any safety-related equipnent
in other plant areas that wdl be affected by suth thoding due to pipe rupture.

Response:

Protection for internal flooding in areas of the plant containing safety-related systems or equipment is desenhed in
SS AR Subsection 3.4.1.2.2. The lheding evaluation is based on detennining the justulated fluid systern tailures
which could result in the most adverse internal thxkling conditions. Floixling sources include:

liiph energy piping threaks and cracks)
- Moderate energy piping ohrough-wall cracks)
- Storage tank ruptures
- Actuanon of fire suppression systerns
- Flow from upper elevations :ux! adjacent areas

The internal thoding analysis shows that safety-related systems, stmetures, and components are not prevented from
pertonning their acquired sale shutdown function due to the effects of the most adverse fluid system failures.

The limitmg pipe break in the turbine buikling is a postulated f ailure of the circulating water systern ICWS) piping
or expansion joint. No credit for turbine building drain lines, sump pumps. or level controls is taken for pipe breaks
in the turbine buihling. As discussed in SS AR Subsection 10.4.5.2.3. this limiting break will not result in detrimental
ellects to safety-related equipment.

SSAR Revision: NONE

-
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Question 410.187

Secoon 10.4.5.2.2 of the SSAR states. in part. that the CWS is designed to withstand the rnasiinum operating
dist harge pressure of the CW pumps. Ilowever. thxxling snay occur in the turbine building if the CWS piping tails.
Provide an analysis for the ef f ects of a postulated failure of the CWS piping or expansion . joints. and verity that any
safety-related structures, systerns, and cornponents in the turbine building will be protected troen the resulting thxxl
water level.

Response.

Section 10.4.5.2.3 of the APNH) SSAR (Revision 1) provides an analpis for postulated f ailure of the CWS piping
or expansion joints. The descriptive paragraph is as follows.

"The etlects of floisling due to a circulating water systern failure, such as rupture of an expansion joint will not result
in detrunental cilects on safety-related equipinent since there is no safety-related equipenent in the turbine budding
and the base slab of the turbine building is h>cated at grade elevation. Water frorn a system rupture wdl run out of
the building through the doors before the level could rise high enough to cause d.unage. Site grading will carry the
water away from safety-related buildings."

SSAR Revision: NONE

-
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Question 410.190

Section 10.4.7.1.1 of the SSAR indicates that double '.alve startup feedwater isolation is provided by the startup
feedwater control valve (SFCV) and the startup feedwater isolation valve (SFIV). The SFIV serses as a containment
isolation valve and closes on a containment isolation signal or backflow in the line. Desenbe whether the SFCV
will close on a containment isolation signal, and is subject to leak testing in accordance with Appendix J of 10 CFR
Part 50 If not. what are the closure actuation and leakage test requirements for the SFCV? 1

|
Response:

!

SS AR Subsections 7.3.1.l.3.4 and 7.3.1.1.4.4 discuss the " Engineered Safety Features" isolation logie for the startup
teedwater system. The isolation logic is illustrated on Figure 7.2-1 sheets 2.10. and 11.

,

i

The containment isolation teatures f or the feedwater line include the secondary side of the steam generator, the main
f eedwater, nuun steam and blowdow n lines inside containment, and the feedwater and startup isolation vah es outside i

containment. The startup teedwater control valves are not a part of the containment boundary and thus not subject
to leakage tesimy under 10 CFR 50 Appendix J. The valves are designed and procured to comply with industry
standards relatise to seat leakage. As specified in the SSAR. the salve design is such that positive isolation is
provided independent of the valve trim surfaces and therefore will provide reliable isolation.

SSAR Revision: NONE ,

!
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Question 410.208

Section 7.4 of the SS AR identities saf ety-related equipment located outside containment. This should be referenced
in Section 3.5. There is no equipment imionant-to-safety whose tailure could adversely af fect safety-related
equipment (see Q410.27). Chirity why this is the case. Further. Section 3.7.3.13 of the SSAR discuws methods
of protecting salety-related SSCs f rom adserse interaction with non-salety-related SSCs. Section 3.7.3.13.1 says that
physical separation is provided between safety-related and non-salety-related SSCs to the maximum extent tmssible.
Chirify how safety-related SSCs are protected il the physical separation cannot he achieved. Any nonseismic
component identified as a source is evahiated according to guidelines in Sections 3.7.3.13.1 through 3.7.3.13.3 and
appnipriate protection is prosided. Section 3.5.1.1 of the SSAR should reference Section 3.7.3.13 for chirity.

Response:

A reierence to Sectior' 7.4 has been added in Section 3.5. This defines the saf ety-related equipment required for sale
shutdown both in3ide and outside containment. The equipment required for safe shutdown is classified as safety-
related. Thus failure to f unction of nonsafety-related equipment does not jeopardize safe shutdown. The failures of
nonsafety-related equipment that could af fect safe shutdown are structural or pressure boundary f ailures resulting in
ellects snch as missiles thuhng, pipe whip and jets. The failures resulting in missiles are discussed in SSAR
Section 3.5. Those due to flomling and pipe rupture are discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6. Gravitat onal missiles
resulting from seismic f ailures are discussed in SS AR Subsection 3.7.3.13. This subsection is already ref erenced in
Section 3.5. As described therein. the nonsafety-related component is upgraded to seismic Category 11 when other
methals of protection cannot he achiesed.

SSAR Revision:

Revise first paragraph of Section 3.5 as follows:

General Design Criterion 4 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires that structures systems and comjunents
important to safety be protected fror.1 the e!!ects of inissiles. The AP600 criteria for protection from postulated
missiles provide the capability to safily shut down the reactor and maintain it in a sale shutdown condition. The
AP600 criteria also protect the inter.ty of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary and maintain of f site radio-
logical dose / concentration lesels within the limits defined in 10 CFR 100. Systems required for safe shutdown are
identified in Section 7.4

.
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Question 410.213

Westinghouse states that the AlWW) uses only safety-related systems and equipment to establish and snaintain safe-
shutdown conditions. and that there is no equipment important-to-safety (as delined in Q410.27) outside the
contaimnent that requires missile protection. Justify this statement. Is ihis statement also true for the defense-in.
depth systems and equipment that are identified in Table 3.2-3 of the SSAR, and for the systems and equipment
identified as important by the analysis to determine the need for the regulatory treatment of non-safety-related
systems? If so justily. If not. describe the systems and the protection provided.

Response:

The APN10 has no equipment important to safety as defined in RAI 410.27. that is, nonsafety-related equipment
w hose failure could adversely aflect the ability of safety-related equipment to perform its safety f unction. Equipment
required for safe shutdown is classified as safety-related. Thus failure of nonsafety-related equipment to function
would not jeopardire safe shutdown. The potential failures resulting in missiles are discussed in SS AR Section 3.5.
Gravitational missiles resulting from seismie failures are discussed in SS AR Subsection 3.7.3.13.

Defense-in-depth systems and equipment are not safety-related systems and equipment and are not required for safe
shutdow n.

The APNN) evaluation of the regulatory treatment of nonsafety-related systems (RTNSS) dewribed in Reference
410.213-1 identifies a small number of nonsafety-related systems Uts defined by RTNSS) tk Huld be available
during reduced reactor coolant system inventory conditions Unidhiop). The recommended i. ulatory oversight
outlined in Reference 410.213-1 for these systems is that they be operable prior to entering reduced reactor coolant
system inventory conditions. Missile protection is not required for these systems.

Reference:

410.213-1 WCAP 13856. APN)O Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process Summary Report. September,1993.

SSAR Revision: NONE

4
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Ouestion 410 219

| The Mart h 18.1993. response to Q410h3 states that no salciy-related equipment or equipment important-to-sdety 1

| requires protection from internallpgenerated missiles bn iuse there are no credible missile sources. The stalt
'

believes that this is an incorrect characteri/ation. Th 9 atety-related equipment that requires missile protection.
The means of providmg protection is by ensunng that these are no credible missile sources. Section 3.5 of the SS AR
should clearly state w hat sale shutdow n structures. systems, and components must be protected f rom missiles
linternally-generated (outside containment), internally-generated (inside containmentL turbine pencrator, those

, generated by natural phenomena, and externally-ycnerated). If the sune SSCs must be protected for all these miwile
| hanuds, it should be so stated in Section 3.5 of the SS AR. If dif ferent safety-related SSCs must be protected for

dif ferent miwile hazards. then the SSCs should be identified in the appropriate missile section of the SS AR. |

More specitically, the stalt needs to know w hat saf e-shutdow n equipment is located in the containment. w hat miwile
sources exist in the containment that could adversely af f ect this equipment, and how this equipment is protected f rom
these mis iles. Also, there is no discuwion regarding separation of redundant divisions of safety related systems,
is there phpical separation between redundant divisions of safety-related systems inside the containment! If so. what

1

is the nature of the separanon (physical distance, enclosure in separate compartments, or the use of harners)! !

|

Response: |

l
SS AR Subsection 3.5.2 identities those structures systems. and components that are required for safe shutdown of
the plant and require protection from externally generated missiles and from internally generated missiles as well.
The response to RAI 410h7 discusses the protection of sale shutdown equipment inside the containment from
potential missile sources. As stated in the RAI response, no missile source exists in the containment that could
adversely af fect the safe-shutdown equipment inside containment. SS AR Appendix 9A 3.1.1 of the fire protection
analysis provides a discussion on physical separation and redundant divisions of safe-shutdown systems inside |
containment. Responses to RAls 410.M. 410h8. and 41049 discuss how safe shutdown equipment inside
contamment is protected from the ef fects of externally generated missiles.

SSAR Revision:

Revise SS AR Secuon 3.5. page 3.5-2 after the sixth bullet as tollows:

Egmpment required f or saf e shutdown is located in plant areas separate from potential missile sources u herever.

practical.
-

The AP6no pawive design minimizes the mimber of s;dety-related structures, systems, and components required
for side shutdown. Systems required for safe shutdow n are identified in Chapter 7. Safety class structures. systems I

and components, theit location, scismic category and quality group classifications are Fisen in Section 3.2. General |
arrangement drawings showing h> cations of the structures, systems and components are given in Section 1.2. The
areas trquired for sde shutdown. and the major systems and components housed therein that are required to be
protected from internally and externally generated mi.ssiles for safe shuidown, are summarized below:

i

!
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The containment vessel,includa,J the reactor coolant hxip, and passive core cooling system inside containment.

The shield building, including the passive containment cooling system.

Containment penetration areas including containment isolation valves and Class IE cables+

The control complex includmg the main control mom, reactor protection system, batteries and de switchgear*

lThe spent fuel pit. j
*

Revise SS AR Section 3.5.2 as follows.

3.5.2 Structurec, Syctemc cnd !

Ccr.penente to be "rctceted 'rcr
Externally Generated Missiles

T4+e-AEW u t awissimyn minindre*4he4nnuber+4Wy-relatal ana 4aressystem*rarwl+wntwwu*-reipse el
b+r +de4mt,lownrSv*tenw4espeiswl4or4aleendown-are4ilentifie*i4n-Chapter 4-Safety 44aw*in*4ureey-tem
aini swne w wnt *r t heiravationrseismie+ategoryrwal itindityys.+up +4Mf**wt h m+;*iet+ven-in-S*4i+m 42rC,e**weil
arrangened-drawing *4* viny 4watus44-the-sinx4me*r*ystens-and4*ntwwa+are-given4n,%4km4 2. De ).

aveaweituiral4+w-+al+*hutelownra+*144*4ase+y 4eierwnd4wntumes+lani el 41wre+nalweNre4*tuif"l4*++<*le
{shut.k++nrwe-*inonsriml4*4ow+ '

.-Thesw.tainuw44es .elekw4uding4h+4ww4or4w4 ant 4*.praswl pewive+wnw. hog +v* tem 4n*ide+waainment

i
a-Tie-*ldeld 4*dklingr-indudingalep e medainment++*diny+y* tem i

|
=-C44.taintnevn-tweetrati.wHert%ts 4fw hwliny4WHitintneid-i 44atiem-val &e+alwff4a**4E+itl4e . |r

=-The-twu n 4+omple* 4rw4udiny4be4*ain +wun d-n wnt-4eactor-pn 4ecti.e-w*seinr4wt ietie* 4 awl 41emild+ gear-

- ---The-~t wa 4 uel-pit;
Protection from external missiles is provided by the external walls and roof of the nuclear ishmd structures.

Openings through these walls are evaluated on a case-by-case basis to provide confidence that a missile passing
i

throuch the opening would not prevent safe shutdown and would not result in an of f site release exceeding the limits ;

ddi ' m 10 CFR 100 .

,
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Ouestion 410.243
I

Address the following concerns regarding the nuclear island non-radioactise ventilation system (VBS). The staff
lexpects that under all postulated radiation conditions, the VBS will be able to continue to operate and protect the

control room operators as long as there is power available. The following questions are based on this premise.

Charcoal adsorber ef ficiency for organic iodine removal should be 95 percent, not 90 percent, to be able to takea.

credit for the VBS to function as a first line of defense under the " Defense-in-Depth" concept. In order to
specify a 95-percent iodine removal efficiency, specify that an iodine pen-tration of s I percent for a 4-inch
depth of activated carbon cell when laboratory testing is performed at 30 *C and s 70-percent relatise ,

humidity, or an iodine penetration of s 0.7143 percent for a 4-inch 'epth of activated carbon cell when '

laboratory testing is performed at 30*C and s 05% relative humidity, in accordance with ASTM D3803-89
standards. Revise the SSAR accordingly,

b. The November 16, 1993, re.sponse to RAI 100.10 indicates that the VBS is credited initially followu.g a
"HIGH" (not "HIGH HIGH") radiation signal in conjunction with the VES to meet GDC 19 dose limits.
Therefore, the VBS filtration subsystem should be safety-related, and comply with RG l.52 positions and Table
4-1 of ANSI /ASME N509-1989 for instrumentation and controls.

If the VBS is not credited in conjunction w ith the VES to meet GDC 19 dose limits following a "HIGH" and'or
"HIGH HIGH" radiation signal, then the VBS filtration subsystem is non-safety-related, and needs to conform
only to the guidance of RG 1.140. Howeser, detailed categorical conformance with RG 1.140 positions and
Table 4 2 of ANSI /ASME N509-1989 should be provided for instrumentation and controls.

Revise Section 9.4.1 of the SSAR and WCAP-13054 regarding conformance to Sections 6.4 and 9.4.1 of the
SRP to show conformance with RG l.52 or RG 1.140 (as applicable based upon the response to the above
comments), ANSI /ASME standards N509-1989, N510-1989 and ASTM D3803-1989 and ASME code
AG- 1 - 1991.

Provide the rationale for installing the supply air filter fan upstream of the air filtration unit in contrast to thec.
conventional design at current operating plants. He rationale should address continued fan operability during
the accident conditions without clogging due to foreign debris, including radioactive debris, during accident
conditions. Note that the conventional design of filtration units provides filtered inlet flow to the supply fan (s).
Revise the SSAR accordingly.

d. The following concerns pertain to the VBS Flow Diagram Figure, VBS MS 006:

1. For the " Normal OperatIn" mode:

A. " Data Point 108" - The supply Gow for the clean and reference material store area is 1340 SCFM and the j
return flow is 930 SCFM. Provide the rationale for this difference and/or revise the figure accordingly.

It The supply flow s to the MCR kitchen and toilet room are 300 and 100 SCFM, respectively. The discharge
flow s are 380 and 120 SCFM. Provide the rationale for these s alues, and/or revise the figure accordingly .

|

|
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C. Ihe supply flows to the technical support center men's room, women's room and kitchen are 350,350 )
and 400 SCEN1, respectively. The discharge flows are 400,400, and 450 SCEN1, respectively. Provide ;

the rationale for these values, and'or revise the figure accordingly.

2. For the " Smoke Removal 51 ode" for the 51CR:

The tagging room supply flow at data points 51 and 52 is 235 SCEN! each, and the return flow at data point
106 is 700 SCEN1. Provide the rationale for these salues, andtor revise the figure accordingly.

3. For the " Smoke Remo"al Niode" for the TSC:

The supply flow to the offices at data point 93 is 1480 SCFN1, and the return flow at data point 125 is 2080
SCFN1. Proside the rationale for these values, and'or revise the figure accordingly.

Proside the following information on Sheets 3,4, and 5 of 6 of Figure 9.4.1, and Table 9.4.1-1 of the SSAR:e.

1. Provide flow diagrams and corresponding data for the Division A and C, and B and D Class IE electrical
rooms HVAC subsystem and Division A and C, and B and D emergency battery rooms exhaust.

2. Provide the rationale for providing only 25-percent efficiency for Division A and C, and B and D air
headling unit ( AHU) prefilters.

3. Explain why Division B and D emergency battery room exhaust fans have 5 horse power (HP) motors
verses Division A and C exhaust fans have 3 HP motors with identical flows of 2.400 SCFN1 per fan, as
identified in Table 9.4.1-1 of the SSAR.

I

4. Clarify the sy stem capacity for the Division B and D Class IE electrical room HVAC subsystem, which !
'

is shown as "15.00 SCFN1" on page 9.4-42 of Table 9.4.1-1 of the SSAR. Revise the SSAR accordingly.

Response:

The nuclear island non-radioactive ventilation system (VBS) supplemental air filtration subsystem operatinga.

during abnormal modes is a defense-in-depth function when VBS is operable and an ac power source is
available. There is no credit taken for VHS filtration operation in the main control room habitability analysis
to meet General Design Criteria 19 limits under accident conditions. The main control room operator
habitability requirements under accident conditions are provided by the main control room habitability system
(VES) which is designed to satisfy nuclear safety-related system design and seismic Category I requirements
and satisfies Regulatory Guide 1.52 positions.

410.243-2
W Westinghouse
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Since the VBS is nonsafety-related and is not required to be operable after a design basis accident, a 954
charcoal adsorber efficiency in conjunction with a 1 % penetration should not be applied to design and
surveillance requirements for the supplemental air filtration unit charcoal adsorber and a charcoal adsorber
efficiency of 90% is adequate for iodine removal based on non-engineered safety features filtration systems
designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.140. The main control room habitability / radiological analysis
for the VBS supplemental air filtration unit in a defense-in-depth function is described in the response to RAI
450.010. This analysis was performed using the 90% charcoal adsorber efficiency and concluded that General
Design Criteria 19 dose limits are not exceeded under accident conditions.

As described in SSAR Subsection 9.4.1, the VBS supplemental air filtration subsystem is designed, constructed
and tested in accordance with ASME N509-1989 and ASME N510-1989 to satisfy the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.140. ASME N509-1989 Section 5.2.3 requires that charcoal adsorbent media used in non-engineereJ
safety features adsorbers meet the laboratory testing requirements of ASME AG-1-1988, Section FF.

b. Initiation of VBS supplemental air filtration operation during abnormal postulated radiation conditions is a
nonsafety-related, defense-in-depth function following receipt of a "High" radiation signal. Upon receipt of
a "High-High" radiation signal, w hich is an indicator that VBS supplemental air filtration mode is not available
or not functioning properly, the VHS safety-related main control room pressure boundary isolation dampers are
automatically closed and the safety-related VES is automatically initiated. Only the safety-related main control
room pressure boundary HVAC isolation dampers in conjunction with VES are credited in meeting General
Design Criteria 19 dose limits following a "High-High" radiation signal.

In addition ASME AG-1 Code provides design, construction, performance, and testing requirements for the
nuclear safety-related air and gas treatment system only, and ASME N509-1989 is applicable to both nuclear
safety-related and nonsafety-related air and gas treatment systems. Therefore, Regulatory Guide 1.52 and
ASME AG-1-1991 design criteria do not apply to VBS and application of Regulatory Guide 1.140 and ASME
N509-1989 for normal air filtration system design is appropriate. Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.140
positions is described in Appendix I A of the SSAR. Additional information regarding conformance to
Regulatory Guide 1.140 is provided in the response to RAI 410.240 and 410.241. Conformance to the
instrumentation and controls requirements in Table 4-2 of ASME N509-1989 is described in the response to
RAI 410.240.

The VHS supplemental air filtration unit supply air fan is located upstream of the air filtration unit in order toc.

meet the requirements of Section 4.7.2, " Habitability Systems" of ASME N509-1989 Subsection 4.7.2.(c)
states that "The makeup air fan shall be located upttream of the air-cleaning unit if the air-cleaning unit is in
a contaminated space" Subse,etion 4.7.2.(e) states that " Recirculating system housing should be kept at a
positive pressure if located outside the habitable boundary in a contaminated space or interspace" The
interspace refers to all other space - contaminated or clean - where the nuclear air treatment system or its parts
may be located. VHS supplemental air filtration units are located in the equipment room at elevation 135'-6'
of the auxiliary building which could be a contaminated space after a radioactivity release event. Therefore,
installing the supply air filter fan upstream of the supplemental air filtration unit and designing the unit housing
for positive pressure are consistent with the design philosophy specified by ASME N509-1989 The positive
pressure unit housing design enhance constructability, reduces cost, minimizes the unit housing and filter by pass

T Westinghouse 4m243-3
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leakage concern compared to a negative prusure unit housing design; therefore. VHS supplemental air filtration
unit operability and maintainability is imprmed.

d. 1. For the " Normal Operation" mode:

A. " Data Point 108" - The dif ference between the supply flow (data point 53) and the return flow (data point
108) for the clean and reference material storage area is 100 SCFM of transfer air flow into the toilet room
(data point 146) and the kitchen area (data point 147) in order to ensure directional flow in the toilet room
and kitchen area. The balance of 100 SCFM transfer air flow is described in item d.l.H.

B. Main control room toilet room has supply flow of 100 SCFM (data point 45) and exhaust flow of 120
SCFM (data point 146) and kitchen area has supply flow of 300 SCFM (data point 46) and exhaust flow
of 380 SCFM fdata point 147). The balance of 20 SCFM is transferred from the clean and reference
material storage area to the toilet room and the balance of 80 SCFM is transferred from the clean and
reference material storage area to the kitchen area.

C. Technical support center men's room has supply flow of 350 SCFM (data point 75) and exhaust flow of
400 SCFM tdata point 14I), women's room has supply flow of 350 SCFM (data point 74) and exhaust flow
of 400 SCFM (data point 142), and dining / kitchen area has supply flow of 400 SCFM (data point 65) and
exhaust flow of 450 SCFM (data point 144). The technical support center corridor has supply flow of 300
SCFM (data point 64) and return flow of 150 SCFM (data point 111) with the balance of 150 SCFM extra
air transferred to the men's room (50 SCFM), the women's room (50 SCFM), and the dining / kitchen area
tSO SCFM).

2. I or the " Smoke Removal Mode" for the main control room:

The tagging room supply flow (data points 51 and 52)is 235 SCFM cach, and the return flow (data point 106)
is 700 SCFM. The main control room / technical support center toilet exhaust fan is isolated during the smoke
purge mode. The portion of supply air to the toilet and kitchen area is exhausted through the tagging room
(data point 106).

!

3. For the " Smoke Removal Mode" for the technical support center:

The supply flow to the offices (data point 93) is 1,480 SCFM, and the return flow (data point 125) is 2,080
SCf M. The main control room / technical support center toilet exhaust fan is isolated during the smoke purge l
mode. The portion of supply air to the corridor, toilet and kitchen area is exhausted through the offices (data
point 125). "

e. 1. Relevant system process data information (flow rates, temperatures, and pressures) are contained in various
engineering documents and are available for review at the design agent offices as discussed in response to
RAI 410.238.

2. Division "A and C" and "B and D" air handling units ( AHU) are designed with 25% efficiency prefilters
and 80% etficiency high etficiency filters as indicated in Subsection 9.4.1.2.1 Table 9.4.1-1 (Sheets 4 and

410.243-4
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5) and Figure 9.4.1-1 (Sheets 3 and 4) of the SSAR. The prefilters function is to extend the life of high
efficiency filters.

3. The Disision "A and C" and "B and D" emergency battery room exhaust fans should have 5 horse power
(HP) motors. The SSAR will be revised accordingly.

4. The design air How for the Division "B and D" Class IE electrical room HVAC subs) stem air handling
units should be read as "15.000 SCFM" The SSAR will be revised accordingly.

SSAR Revision: SSAR Table 9.4.1-1 shall be revised as follows:

Table 9.4.1-1 (Sheet 4 oi 6)

Component Data - Nuclear Island Nonradioactive Ventilation System
(Nominal Values)

Class IE Hattery Room Eshaust Subsystem

Eshaust Fan Data

Quantity per electrical division 2

System capacity per fan (4) 100
Design air How rate (sefm) . 2.400
Fan static pressure (in. WG) . 3.5
Motor nameplate horsepower M)5.0.

Table 9.4.1-1 (Sheet 5 of 6)

Component Data - Nuclear Island Nonradioactive Ventilation System
(Nominal Values)

D. Division "B" and "D" Class IE Electrical Room IIVAC Subsystem

Supply Air llandling Units
.

Quantity .2. .

Sy stem capacity per unit (%) 100
Design air How (scfm) . +An015.000
Fan static pressure (in. WG) . 6.5
Motor nameplate horsepower 30..

i

i

I
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Question 435.75

The AP600 RTNSS report (WCAP-13856) identities three screening cnteria that are used to detennine it nonsafety
SSCs involved in the calculation of initiating event f requencies are importint enough to be considered for regulatory
oversight. The last two criteria appear to be inconsistent with the RTNSS process identified in SECY-94-OS4
" Policy and Technical issues Associated with the Regulatory Treatment of Non-Safety Systems in Passise Plant
Designs." dated March 28.1994 These critena eliminate nonsafety SSCs that prevent occurrence of initiating
events) from regulatory oversight based on a relatne measure of their importance; whereas the Commission paper
states ; hat "nonsafety SSCs used to prevent the occurrence of initiating es ents will lv subject to regulatory oversight
applied conunensurate with their R/A missions for prevention." The criteria are especially inappropriate for
evaluating the oitsite power systems in the AP600 design because application of the enteria has resulted in
elimination of the olisite pow er systems f rom regulatory os ersight during power operating modes, although they are
key to the establishment of loss of offsite power trequency and have always received regulatory attention. The stall
belieses that the availability of the uttsite power sources need to be controlled by technical specifications during all
plant modes. Addrew this concern.

Response:

The regulatory oversight for of fsite power systems dunng pimer o, provided in the technical specificationrm
requirements for the operability of olisite utnd onsite) electneal power sources for existing plants. is based on
meeting the techmcal specification screening criteria in reference 435.75-1. For existing plant technical
specifications. the safety-related ac power is required to provide the capability to mitigate the consequences of an
esent (Cnterion 3 of reference 435.75-1). These ac power sources are needed for operation of the various pumps
that duectly provide safety injection and core cooling, along with the cooling water for the various support system
pumps. The technical specification screening criteria do not identity components for inclusion in technical
specifications because they can help to preclude the initiation of the event.

For the AP600. no ac power sources are required to support the operation of the safety-related passive systems in
,

the perfonnance of their mitigation functions following an event. The results of the hicused PRA described in '

reference 435.75-2 confinns that the nonsafety-related ac power systems, including the offsite power sources, are
not significant to plant saf ety, and therefore, are not ident tied by Criterion 4 of reference 435.75-1. The application
of the screening cnteria in reference 435.75-1 to the AP600 SSCs does not identify any required ac power sources. |

The technical specifications in SSAR Subsection 3.8 of Section 16.1 provide the required electrical power system |

LCOs w hich are identified by the screening criteria. The olisite power systems and the associated onsite power
systems. such as the transmiwion switchyard and plant ac distribution equipment, are not required to be included in
the regulatory oversight provided by technical specifications.

1

I

l
|

|
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A
The RTNSS process described in reference 435.75 2 includes a comprehensive evalaation of nonsafety-related SSCs
that prevent the occurrence of initiating events. Consistent with reference 435.75-3 (approved by the Commission).
the last two enteria proside a specific means to evaluate the importance of nonsafety-related systems for prevention
of specific initiating events considered in the APN10 PRA. Reference 435.75-3 requires an evaluation of the impact
and significance of the reliahdity/ availability missions for prevention of the initiating events on plant safety. The
regulatory oversight identified for the nonsafety-related SSCs should he based on the significance of the mission (s)
they perform in preventing an initiating event. The criteria in reference 435.75-2 were specifically developed to
quantitatively assess the significance of these missions.

For APNN). the salcty-related passive systems do not require ac power sources to perform their accident mitigation
f unctions. Therefore, the availability of ac power f ollowing an event will not prevent these systems f rom pertonning
their safety-relateil tunttions. The results of the PRA evaluation confirms that the loss of olisite power is not
important from the perspective of at power risk.

Usmg this process. an RTNSS-significant mission is identified for ac power sources and the associated electrical
distnhution equipment in reference 435.75-2. The mission identified is to prevent the loss of of fsite power during i

shutdown with reduced RCS inventory conditions. As discussed in reference 435.75-2. the need for additional
regulatory oversight during reduced inventory, shutdown conditions, was identified and short-term availability
controls are prosided in Table I ).3-3.

References:

435.75-1 Final Policy Statement on Technical Speedications improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. Federal
Register. Volume 178. Number 139. July 22.1993.

435.75-2 WCAP-13856. "APNW) Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Pmcess. Summary Report." September 1993.

435.75-3 SECY-94-UX4. " Policy and Technic:d issues Associated with the Regulatory Treatment of Non-Saf ety
Systems in Passive Plant Designs." March 1994.

SSAR Revision: NONE

.
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Question 440.54

The stati addrewed concerns relating to rapid boron ddution during a PWR startup raised by the French regulatory
authority in NUREG/CR-5K19. The French authority postulated a scenario that starts with the highly borated reactor
being deborated a.s part of a startup pnicedure. The reactor is at hot condition with the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs)
running and the shutdown banks removed. Unborated or diluted water is being pumped by charging pumps from
the valume control tank into the cold leg.

The initiating event is a loss of olisite power that results in tripping the RCPs and charging pump, and ser:unming
the shutdow n rods. The charging pump comes back on line quickly when the diesel generators start up. Charging
continues untd the volume control tank is empty. This diluted water is assumed to accumulate in the lower plenum.
It is then assumed that the ottiite power is recovered and the RCPs are restuted. The RCP resttrt causes the slug
of diluted water to rapidly pass through the core and results in a potential to e9use a power excursion sulliciently
large to damage the core. Another variation to this scenario includes an esent having the slug ol deborated water

~

through the core by inadscrtent blowdown of an accumulator. In light of these [utential rapid boron dilution
scenarios. show the adequacy of the APN10 design by demonstrating that the rapid boron dilution events are
increihble, the results are not serious it they occur, or proposing protective measures.

Response:

The themical and volume control system is designed to address a potential rapid boron dilution scenario in the event
of a loss of power to the two CVS remotely-operated demineralized water system isolation valves. When power is
interrupted the chemical and volume control system makeup pumps stop and two safety-related motor operated gate
valves,in series, from the demineralized water system automatically close to isolate the unborated water source. In
addition. the three-way chemical and volume control system makeup pump suction salve is automatically aligned
to the hone acid tmk. The chemical and volume control system makeup pumps are sequenced onto the diesel
generator but will not restart unless actuated by a low pressurizer level signal or the makeup control system. In the
esent that the pumps are actuated, the system is aligned to ttke suction l' rom the horated water source and the
unborated water source is isolated. Restoration of power to the isolation valves does not result in the valves opening.
The APN10 chemical and volume control system does not have a volume control tank. Loss of power does not
result in a dilution event.

Refer to the response to RAI 440.122 for a related discussion.

"SSAR Revision: NONE

|
|
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Question 440.58

Describe w hat changes have been incorporated into Chapter 16. " Technical Specifications." of the SSAR for AP600
to deal with shutdow n operations. Identify any deviations from the guid.mce specified in NUREG- 1449 (Sections 6.5
and 7.3.2) for shutdown Technical Specifications and justity the deviations with appropriate technical bases (see also
Q440.53. Q440.55, Q440.56. Q440.7 !. and Q440.72).

Response:

The specific technical specification guidance prosided in Subsections 6.5 and 7.3.2 of NUREG-1449 relates to
concerns with the shutdow n operation of existing plants. Existing plants have substantially dillerent system designs
and ;ue operating with technical specifications based on NUREG-N52 or earlier standards. However. the underlying
concerns relating to causes of events and recovery from those events during shutdown operations are applicable to
AP600 The objective of the NUREG 1449 guidance for improvements to existing technical specifications is to
reduce the likelihood that an event will occur during shutdown conditions and to help assure that systems are
available to mitigate the consequences of an event that occurred dunny shutdown.

The NUREG-1449 position that additional requirements for decay heat removal capability are needed during
shutdown, is based on reducing core damage trequency. The core d.unage frequency is both a function of the
frequency of initiating events and of the ef fectiseness of mitigating systems. For existing plants, an acceptable core
damage f requency is heavily dependent on reduction in the frequency a initiating events. However for the AP600
the hicused PRA sensitivity study performed for the RTNSS evaluauon and documented in Reference 440.58-1.
shows that core damage f requency goals can be met assuming no credit for mitigation f unctions of nonsaf ety-related
systems such as the active decay heat removal systems and their supporting systems. Additionally, the normal
residual heat remvoal system does not meet Criterion 4 of Reference 440.58-2. Therefore, due to the availabihty
of passive safety-related systems that have specific requirements for operability during shutdown conditions. there
are no LCO requirements for the normal residual heat removal system during shutdown or refueling for AP600.

Table 440.58-1 summarizes the technical specification LCO requirements for safety injection and core cooling using
the saf ety-related, passive systems during shutdown conditions in Modes 5 and 6. Rese requirements help to assure
the availability of the required systems and equipment needed in the event that the nonnal residual heat removal
capability is lost. The LCO requirements for the safety-related, passive systems are based on meeting Criterion 3
of the Reference 440.58-2 and are consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG-1449

The electrical system LCOs for shutdown operations are consistent with NUREG-1431. These LCOs require that
electrical sources and distributionjrains be OPERABLE as required to support systems and equipment required to
be OPERAllLE by other LCOs.

The technical specification LCOs for the associated instrumentation and control systems will be revised to support
detection and mitigation of shutdown esents. The revised LCOs will be submitted with revision 2 of the AP600
SSAR.

W WestinEhouse
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References:

44t).5 M- 1 WCAP-13X56. "AP6m implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process. Summary Report." September 1993.

440.58 2 Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications knprovements for Nuclear Power Reactors. Federal
Register. Volume 178. Number 139. July 22.1993.

SSAR Revision:

The associated technical specifications, along with revised bases for each of the revised technical specifications '

will be included in revision 2 of the AP6(H) SSAR.

-

._
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Table 440.58-1
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Note 1: The IRWST injection flow gulh isolation valveN are closed in this mixle.
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Question 440.78

The NRHRS relief salve, w hich provides for the low temperature over-pressure protection (LTOP), is sized to I

present oser-pressure of those credible events with a water solid pressurizer. Section 5.2.2.1 of the SSAR states
that the mckeup' letdown flow mismatch and the inadvertent start of an active reactor coolant pump events,
respectively are the limiting mass and heat input conditions to size the relief vahe. However, no analy sis is
provided in the Chapter 15 safety analysis regarding LTOP.

Provide the safety analyses and results for both the mass and energy input oserpressurizing design basisa.

transients that demonstrate proper sizing of the NRHRS relief valve for LTOP. The results should include
transient cunes that demonstrate that the peak RCS pressures are within the design pressure-temperature
(P'T) limits determined for the Al%00.

b. Proside the limiting single active failures and instrumentation uncertainties assumed in these analyses and
the bases for these assumptions.

c. Proside the basis for the assumption made for - nergy input transient that the water in the secondary
side of steam generator is 50 F hotter than the , iry side.

id. The nil-ductility reference temperature of the reactor vessel material increases as exposure to neutron !

fluence increases due to neutron embrittlement effect. Therefore, the operating P/T limit cur es need to I
be periodically adjusted to accommodate the actual shift in the nil-ductility temperature and the LTOP |
system must be re-evaluated to ensure that its functional requirements can still be met using the NRHRS
suction relief valve. Does the relief salve sizing anal) sis take this into consideration? Are the sizing and
setpoint of the relief vahe based on bounding P/T curves that are applicable to the life of the plant?

The NRHRS is not designed to be a safety-related system. Because the NRHRS relief valve is requirede.

for LTOP, confirm that the relief vahe as u ell as piping in the NRHRS are designed to meet safety-related i

criteria, l

l
Response: 1

The normal residual heat removal system (RNS) relief valve, w hich mitigates the low temperature os erpressurea.

transients is sized to prevent the RCS pressure from exceeding the applicable pressure-temperature (P/T) limit.
The limiting mass and energy input transients assumed for the sizing analysis are as follows:

|
- hlass Innut: Maximum irdkeup water flow to the RCS assuming both CVS makeup pumps are in operation !

and leidow n is isolated. Figure 440.78-1 shows the mass flow rate assumed in the anal) sis. This transient '

is postulated to occur over a range of reactor coolant temperatures betseen 100"F and 350"F.

- Encrev Innut: Restart of one reactor coolant pump with water in the steam generator secondary side
50"F hotter than the primary side water, and the RCS water-solid. This transient is postulated to occur
over a range of reactor coolant temperatures between 10(rF and 200"F.

440.78-1W Westinghouse
-
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The minimum RNS relief vahe capacity has been calculated at an RCS pressure equivalent to the valve setpoint
of 563 psig plus 104 accumulation (619 psig). With this setpoint, the relief sahe would mitigate the limiting
1. TOP transient while maintaining the RCS pressure less than the P/T limit. The nominal steady-state P/T
limit $ applicable up to 54 effective full power years (EFPY) as shown in Figure 440.78-2 is assumed in the
analy sis. Since the relief vahe does not have a variable P/T lif t setpoint, the setpoint plus 10% accumulation
must be less than the bounding P/T limit. From Figure 2, the bounding P/T limit is 621 psig at the flange.

The results of the analysis show that the mass input transient is limiting up to 205T. Since, the energy input
transient is considered not credible abme 200 F, the mass input transient is limiting for the entire range of the
LTOP operation. With RCS in water-sohd condition, the minimum RNS relief vahe capacity required is 555
ppm w hich is the maximum makeup water flow at 619 psig RCS pressure.

A transient curie that illustrates that the peat RCS pressures are within the design P'T limits has not been
generated in the analy sis since the transient response is a constan, RCS pressure at 619 psig for all RCS
temperatures less than 350"F.

b. Single actise failure is not considered for passhe sahes such as the RNS self-actuated spring relief sahe. As
such, the analysis does not consider a single failure of this vahe. Also. rea single active failure can occur in
the RNS that could present the RNS suction relief vahe from performing its functions.

The 104 serpoint accumulation includes a 34 setpoint uncertainty. No other uncertainties are explicitly
modeled in the analy sis.

The 50"F for the energy input transient w as derived from an es aluation of typical administrative controls utilizedc.

during heatup and cooldown operations of standard Westinghouse plants. At least two reactor coolant pumps
maintained in operation whenever the RCS temperature is greater than approximately 160T, w hich isare

sufficient to establish isothermal conditions on the primary side. The steam generator secondary side water
immediately surrounding the tubes will also remain at a temperature near that of the circulating reactor coolant
on the primary side.

During cooldown operations, when the reactor coolant temperature has been decreased to approximately 160"F,
the reactor coolant pumps are stopped. Cooldown of the RCS continues via circulation through the RNS heat
e xchan gers. Howeser, RNS operation effecthely bypasses the steam generators, and both the primary and
secondary sides of the steam generators could remain at a relathcly constant temperature greater than the RCS
temperature. Cooldown of the RCS continues from 160 F at approximately 24 hours after shutdow n, to 120"F
at approximately 96 hours after cooldoun. At this temperature. the reactor vessel head bolts can be loosened
and refueling operations can% gin. Therefore, a maximum AT of 40"F between the RCS and the steam
generators could deselop while the RCS was intact. He LTOP analysis performed used a 50T AT as the
initial condition for the energy input transient to conservatively bound the cooldown scenario described abm e.

d. The normal pressure-temperature heatup and cooldow n curses for the AP600 plant are des eloped for a 60 year
design life with 40 percent availability. This equates to 54 effective full power y ears tEFPY). The current

440.78 2
W Westinghouse
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analy sis for the relief valve sir.ing is based on the 54 EFPY bounding PT limit curses. For EFPY greater than
54, or if the P.T curse is resised, the relief salve setpoint must be re-esaluated. The current relief salse
setpoint of 563 psig is based on the bounding P/T limit of 621 psig.

The RNS relief valve and associated piping are safety-related. See the responses to RAl's 210.37, 210.061,e.

440.084 and 440.127 for further information addressing the safety-related design criteria applied to the normal
residual heat removal r,ystem piping and components.

SSAR Revision: NONE

44 '8~w wesungnouse
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Figure 440.078-1
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Question 440.122

Section 93.6.1.1 of the SS AR states that the saf ety f unctions prosided by the chemical and solume control systems
(CVCS) are litnited to containment isolation of the CVCS lines penetrating the cont:unment tennination of
inadvertent reactor coolant system boron dilution. isolation of makeup on a steam generator or pressuri/er high lesel
signal. and preservation of the RCS pressure boundary. For tennination of inadvertent boron dilution. Section
9.3 6.4.5.1 of the SSAR states that following a reactor trip signal, the demineralized water system (DWS) line is
isolated by ciosing tw o remotely-omted DWS isolation valves and the three-way pump suction control valve aligns
to take suction from the boric ' in Technical specification (TS) Table 3.3.2-1. " Engineered Safegua*ds
Actuation System Instmmentath. iapter 16 of the SS AR, it is not clear how and w hat actuation logic or signal
is used to :secomplish the DW3 mascup isolation in an inadvertent boron dilution event occurring during various
males of plant operation. Provide this infonnation.

Response:

SS AR Subsection 9.3.6.4.5.1 describes the CVS on for termination of inadvertent boron dilution events.
SS AR Subsection 15.4.6 discusses the boron dil myses and summari/es the protection provided during all
plant operating modes. Borun dilution esents are m,ented during refueling (mode 6) by administrative controls
that isolate the RCS from the potential source ol unborated water by kicking closed. two CVS demineralized water
system isolation valves and aligning the three-way CVS makeup pump suction valve to the borated water source
(borie acid tank). Inadvertent dilution events are automatically tenninated during cold shutdown (mode 5). hot ;

shutdown (mode 4), and hot standby (mode 3) modes upon a reactor trip signal, source range fluddoubling signal,
safety injection signal. or by a loss of power to the two CVS remotely-operated demineralized water system i. solation |

valves. Inadvertent boron dilution esents during start-up (mode 2) or power operation (mode 1) result in an
automatic reactor trip. Following reactor trip. an itic tennination of the dilution occurs, by isolating the unborated
water source and realigning the three-way CVi up pump suction valve, and any post-tnp return to criticality
is prevented.

|

SS AR Section 16.1. Table 33.2 1. items 11.a and i1.c provide the actuation signal for boron dilution protection from
j the ESFAC logic and the source range instrumentation. The table will be modified to include itern i1.d. the isolation
| signal from the P-4 reactor trip and item i1.e. the isolation signal generateo as a result of a loss of pimer to the CVS
'

deminendized water system isolation valves. The f unctional requirements and the functional diagnun 7.2-1 (sheets
2. 3) will also be modified to include this actuation signal.

SSAR Revision:

The SS AR will be revised as indi5ted in the res[unse to RAI 420.92 to include the reactor inp signal isolation of
,

unborated waier from the demineralized water sy stem.

The protection system functional diagr;uns will be revised to include the sign:d that isolates the demineralized water {
sysiem on a loss of power to the twp CVS remotely-operated deminendized water system isolation valves. This I
information will be included in Revision 2 of the SSAR. The appropriate subsections within SSAR Sections 9.3.6,
15.4.6.161. and 7.2 will be revised to incorporate this signal.

440.122-1
W Westinghouse
- ,
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Question 440.128

Section 5.4.7.1.2.1 of the SSAR states that the RNS is designed to successfully reduce the RCS temperature from
350* F to 120'F within 96 hours after shutdow n. and maintain the RCS temperature at or below 120 F fo~ the entire
plant shutdown with both subs) stems of RNS pumps and heat exchangers available, and that a failure of an actise
component during normal cooldown will not preclude the ability to cocidown, but will only lengthen the time
required to reach 120* F.

Has a single failure analy sis (such as a failure modes and effects analy sis) been performed to determinea.

the limiting single failure?

b. Hou long willit take to cooldown to 120 F if one of the two subsystems is not asailable?

Response:

A failure modes and effects analysis was not performed for the operating modes of the normal residual heata.

reinosal system during plant cooldown since these analyses are only required for safety-related systems.

Hedundancy is prosided in the normal residual heat removal system (RNS) so that, once the sy stem is aligned I

for decay heat removal, the capability to remove reactor decay heat is maintained if one RNS pump cannot be j

started (or stops during the decay heat removal operations). if cooling is lost to an RNS heat exchanger, or if
the normal electrical supply to a pump is lost. Additional reactor decay heat remosal redur.dancy is provided
by the nonsafety-related startup feedwater system, the nonsafety-related spent fuel pit cooling system, the safety-
related passis e core cooling system, or the safety-related level in the refueling cavity / spent fuel pit--depending
on the plant operating mode.

b. One RNS subsy stem (one RNS pump and RNS heat exchanger combination)is capable of cooling the RCS from
350T to 200T (Cold Shutdow n)in 35 hours after reactor trip and from 2000F to 1200F in 1I days. One RNS
subsystem cools the RCS from 350"F to 120"F in a total of 12.5 days after reactor trip. This cooldou n
performance assumes that the RNS system is initiated at 4 hours after reactor trip.

SS AR Resision: NONE

.--

W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Question 440.131

Appendix I A of the SSAR indicates that Regulatory Guide tRG) 1.1 is not applicable to the APNH) RNS. because
it is not a Ndety system and does not control or mitigate the consequences of an accidem in the licensing basis
acodent analyses. RG 1.1 requires that emergency core cooling and containment heat remmal systems he designed
to proude adequate NPSil to the systern pumps assuming maximum expected temperatures of pumped fluids. Since
the RNS is a saf ety-sigruticant system based on the analysis of regulatory treatmen. of non-saf ety systems, w hat are
the bases for not designing the system to meet this requirement?

Response

As documenteil in Reference 440.131 1. the nonnal residual heat removal system is identified as an RTNSS-
significant nonsafety-related system during reduced reactor coolant system inventory midhiop operations. To support
the APfd N) PR A initiating event f requency for the shutdow n loss of decay heat removal event this system is required
to be in continuous operation to support shutdown core decay heat removal during reduced reactor coolant system
inventory conditions. To support this f unction. Reference 440.131-1 provides short tenn availabi!.:y
recommendations specifymg that the nonnal residual heat removal system he asailable prior to initiating reduced
rea tor coolant spiem inventory operations during a plant shutdown. In addition. Reference 440.131-1 indicates that
planned maintenance on the normal residual heat removal system will nonnally he scheduled during Mode 1. These
shun-tenn anulabihty rec .nunendations are provided in Reference 440.131-1 as the additional regulatory oversight
for the nonnal residual heat removal system consistent with the pnicess documented in Reference 440.131-2.

As defined in K-f erence 440.131-2. the RTNSS paress provides a mechanism for identif ying significant nonsaf ety-
related systems and developing corresponding appropriate regulatory oversight. The application of guidance provided
in Regulatory Guide 1.1 relative to providing adequate NPSH to the nonnal residual heat removal system pumps
assunung maximum expetted temperatures of pumped fluids is not necess;iry for the nonnal residual heat remova'
spiem to actomplish its RTNSS-significant function.

References:

440.131-1 WCAP-138%. "AP600 Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety.Related Systems
Pnicess. Summary Report." September 1993.

440,131-2 SECY-94-084. "Pohey and Technical issues Associated with the Regulatory Treatment of Non Safety
Systems in Pa3 wive Plant Designs." March 1994

SSAR Revision: NONE "

. 440.131-1W Westinghouse l~
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isi 24

Question 440.136

Section 5.4.7 A.4 of the SSAR states that for accident reemery operations, upon actuation of automatic
depressurization. the RNS can be ernployed to provide low pressure RCS makeup, and that operation of the RNS
will not prevent the passive core cooling system (PXS) f rom perfonning its safety tunctions. What tests or analyses
have been made to demonstrate proper PXS performance upon RNS operation?

Response:

Integral systems tests are in progress at the full height, full pressure SPES test f acility in w hich sm.dl break LOCA
transient tests will be perfonned. Tests to be pertonned include a small LOCA without the nonn.d residu;d heat
removal sy stem av:ulable. and a repeat test with the nonn d residual heat remov:d system available,

in addition to the SPES tests. there are also tests which hase been perfonned in the low pressure, reduced height.
integral test tacility at Oregon State L'niversity for a small-break LOCA to examine interactions of the nonsafety-
related systems and the passise safety-related systems. A two inch small break LOCA experiment was conducted
with only the passive systems available. A repeat experiment was performed with both the passise systems and the
normal residual heat removal system being available.

These experiments provide the necessary data to validate the AP6f N) safety analysis computer codes for passive
safety-related and active nonsafety-related system interactions.

SSAR Revision: NONE

-

W WestinEhouse
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Ouestion 440.181

It appears that. given the failure of the CMTs it is assuined that operator action to initiate the ADS occurs at 10
minutes. Has an analysis been pertonned to establish the realistic arnount of tiene available for the operator to
initiate the ADS for the spectrum of initiators and sequences u here inanual action is credited? Provide an
analysis to establish these time frames. Are these actions credited in the September 24.1993 focused PR A t see
also Q440.177)!

Response:

The manner in which operator action time Irarnes were defined is discussed in the response to RAI 720.276. item
b. These actions are credited in the analysis for the September 24, 1993 focused PRA documented in Reference
440.1 x 1 - 1.

Reference:

440.1 x 1 -1 WCAP-13856 "APNN) Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process. Sununary Report," September 1993.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE
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Question 440.190

in sescral portions of the Design Change Description Report (February 15. 1994), it is stated th:s PRA mixielling
is not af fected by the design changes. For example, the following statements are made in the report:

P2-h. The change in the CVS control logic improves the expected operation of the plant during non-
LOCA events by minimizing the potential of automatic actuation of ADS. This change does
not af fect how the CVS is mixieled in the PR A.

P2 ll: The modification of the ADS Stage I setpoint increases the margin to automatic ADS
actuation. This change does not affect the success criteria used in the PRA.

P2 13: Actuation of ADS Stages 2 and 3 on times instead of CMT level will not af fect the ADS
reliability.

P2- 16: The change in the CMT by adding an inlet diffuser will have no impact on the PRA since it
does not af fect how the systems are modeled and has no effect on success criteria.

i

Does this mean that the safety benefit is so small as to be unquantifiable. or that mixielling uncertainties in the i

PRA overwhehn the expected benefits! !

Response:
;

I

When a design change is proposed for AlWN) its eilect on the PRA model is assessed by identitying it the j
change af fects the following:

1

1

- Success cntena '

- Comi nent (or other) tailure modes |
- Probat lity of a failure '

- Consequences of accidents.

In many cases, the ef fect is deemed to not be significant. This may be because of the nature of the PRA
matels, w here basic events can only be modeled at "high levels" and do not contain detailed quantification of the
tailure modes.

Ilased on this assessment the risIbenefits involved in the quoted design changes are deemed to be
unquantitiable with the current PRA models, implying that the expected risk benefits are "small",

PRA Revision: NONE j,

l
SSAR Revision: NONE

440.190-1
W Westinghouse |~
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Question 440.196

in Figure F-ll of the PRA for an htSLII upstrearn of N1SIV, there are no safety grade success puhs following
the PRHRS f ailure (PRT) if the N1SL isoluion tails iCIA). Why not!

Response:

In Figure F-11, events subsequent to inain ste:un line isolation and passise RHR failure where gravity injection is
successf ul lead to core d;unage category 2. Category 2 is defined as a containment isolation lailure with
successf ul emergency core cooling, including depressurization with gravity injection. The PRA report assumed
that category 2 sequences would lead to core d.unage because the containment was not isolated and the loss of
water inventory as steam to the environment would eventually uncover the core and lead to core d;unage.
N1AAP4 runs made since the PRA report submittal indicate that core uncovery is not expected until much later
the3ond 72 hours). Revision 2 of the PRA report will reclassify these sequences as successful accident
mitigation.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision:

Revision 2 of the PRA, scheduled for December 31,1994 will include a reclassification of these sequences as
discussed above.

.-
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Question 440.198

is PRHR " control" (e.g., path 2 on Tsm tree of the PRA) credited for purpises of the RTNSS ev:duation?

Response:

Following a main ste:un line break or a main ste:un line stuck open safety valve (T,..) event, the RTNSS
evahiation doeurnented in Reference 440.198-1 assumes credit for PRIIR control. PRiiR control is modeled in
the event trees as the CM (passive RHR or CVCS makeup) top event. For the RTNSS evaluation, the tailure
probability for top event CM is set to the probability that the operator fails to stop and start the PRHR system.
The RTNSS evaluation assumes no credit for makeup provided by the operation of the chemical and volume
control system.

Reference:

440.19x- 1 WCAP 13M56. "APNx) Implementation of the Regulatory Treaunent of Nonsalety-Related Sy. stems
Pnwess. Sununary Report." September 1993.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 440.199

Why isn't recirculation queried on the SIS tree of the PRA?

Response:

The query on recirculation of water to the reactor pressure vessel frorn the containinent suinp af ter successful
pr.nity injection is not used because it is assuined that this function is accornplided directly through the direct
vessel injection hne break.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE
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Question 480.55

Sheet 2 of Table 6.2.3-1 of the SS AR hsts two unidentil~ied nonn:d residual heat reinov;d systern penetrations. One
contains a 3-inch in-contairunent gate valve, the other a %-inth in-containment globe valve. Identil'y these
penetranons by sersice and PI&D figure nuinber.

Response:

1he 3 inch connection is depitted on Figure 5.4-7 in the RilR suction line and identit' icd as "CVS REGEN 11X"
The line serses as a low pressure letdow n source during nonnal RilR operation. The subject 3 inch gate valve is
depicted on Figure 9.3.6 2 sheet I as a 3 inch lot ked closed manual gate valve. The connection to the RNS f rom
the CVS is identified as "RNS PUMP St C"

The % inch globe s alve is m the 1 inch hne on Figure 5.4-7 in the RilR suction hne identit~ied as "PXS TEST liDR"
The line serves as a leakage detection f unction l'or the RNS suction isolation valves. The %-inch globe vahe is
depicted on Figure 6.3-3 as a %-inch hicked closed nnnual globe valve. The connection to the RNS trom the PXS
is identit'ied as "RNS NR11R SUC"

SSAR Revision: 4

1

SS AR Table 6.2.3-1 has been resised to better depict the subject valves as an integral part ol' the RNS penetration
design. Resised table is prosided in resjonse to RAI 480.61 I

1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

?.... . , . ...
i

Question 480.76

During the March 22. lW4 meetmy, Westinghouse indicated that one of the containment isolation design features
of the AP6tH) is the reduction in the number of penetrations (40 vs.100). The st:df helieves that the bulk at this
reduchon has been actuesed by ganging more lines together per penetration. This, in turn. may imply larger
penetranons. Are any of the AP601) penetrations now so large that they are beyond " state-of-the-an!" 11 so,
demonstsate that these lines are as sale as existing designs.

Response:

The containment penetrations are identified in Table 6.2.3-1. The systems details from the table demonstrate that
the AP61HI penetrations are of equivalent size as existing designs. For ex;unple:

The 1.upest fluid penetrations are the m;un steam and feedwater lines at 32 and 16 inches respectively: lines of+

this si/c are typical for operating PWR plants.

The next largest lines penetrating containment are the containment purge lines. The containment isolation valves.

are slightly larger than a typical minimum purge line but dramatically smaller than the typical 36 to 54 inch
nonnal purge line isolation valves.

The chilled water. component cooling and norm:d residual heat removal sy. stems are the remaining larger lines*

penetrating containment and are, on the average, slightly smaller and few er in number than on existing designs.

The remainder of the penetrating fluid lines as well as the f uel transfer canal isolation prosisions personnel-

anhsks and equipment hatches are typical in si/e to operating PWR's.

The reduction in the number of penetrations has been accomplished primarily by

- application of passise safety systems hicated within containment requires significantly fewer penetrations than
existing actise sidely related systems,

design refinements directed at limiting the number of containment penetrations via either eliminating the need
f or the system inside containment or combining iunctions sersed by a given penetration, e.g. the normal residual
heat removal penetration combines the ability to temose decay heat, provide for IRWST cooling and low
piessure letdow n and

- elimination of reactor coolatrqiumps requiring seal injection support.

SSAR Revision: NONE

,

#W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 720.262

Provide a detailed explanation of the spectrum shape used in the AP600 seismic margins analysis. If the risk-based
seismic analysis in the AP600 PRA does not bound the site-specific parameters of the actual site chosen, an
applicant for a combined construction / operating license will have to provide a new, site-specific risk- based seismie
analysis.

Response: (Revision 1)

he.gwv.: > :F +j ec: 4t*'Ne'%*wa614,wheenie-muesgwtAWw: !!! he ahmittahuhe
NRC H J=r 10. 1904,-

1he response to this RAI is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev.2.

SSAR Revision: NONii

PRA Revision: NONE

--

|
|

0.262R1-1W Westinghouse
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Response Revision 1

Question 720.263

Provide a list of structure, system, and component fragilities and HCLPFs. The list should include the median
capacity, BC, and HCLPF, as discussed below:

a. Provide the mathematical definition of HCLPF.

b. Provide fragility /HCLPF information for plant essential structures (e.g., containment and auxiliaiy
buildings) that house safety-related systems and functions credited in the seismic analysis (e.g., passive
RHR and DC power), including passive and active systems.

Provide the fragilities /HCLPFs for all systems (passive and active) evaluated in the AP600 PRA seismicc.

analysis, including RCS primary equipment and supports.

d. Provide the component fragilities /HCLPFs for the individual components modelled in the AP600 seismic
analysis.

For each of the above, (1) indicate if the fragility estimate is based on a design-specific Westinghousee.

analysis, or if Westinghouse used a generic fragility, and (2) where generic fragilities were used, provide
a basis for their use in the AP600 design with special attention provided to unique design components in
the AP600 design (such as the core, check valves, and core makeup tanks).

Response: (Revision 1)

Ti m espr -- * i: :.ubjre: que:. !c= :: p: Jd:4 in4h: :. :e :nargin : pert. E :pe-* t !!! Er :;uhmitted4e
tidRC 5; Ju-- 34,-4404,-

The response to this RAI is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev 2.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

&

720.263R11W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

EF
NE' Response Revision 1 ;

:

Question 720.264

Provide the AP600 plant HCLPF based on those sequences leading to core damage. ;

;

Response: (Revision 1)

E: :::pr- : te '' :.chjed :;ur-::en :: pn '!ded !- ': :a:: 2: : gir ::per. r'!: ::pe - q 5:: ' : :d -ah::
'

NRC b;> .'un: 2^, w"
,

The response to this RAI is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev.2.

i
SSAR Revision: NONE i

.

!

PRA Revision: NONE
!
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nu. nn ,

Response Revision 1
i
I

Question 720.265
;

Provide a reference in the AP600 PRA to the ITAAC requirement that failure of non-seismically qualified j
structures, systems, and components will not physically damage or inhibit the operation of seismically qualified
equipment.

' Response: (Revision 1) '

E :::_pc _. * '': : 25je ' qu:'::en I: pretided i- '': - m!::m gir per' Ei: ::per" !!! 5: : ub ::::d " '':
NRC by Jun: ?^, 'nai

4

The response to this RAI is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev.2.
L

SSAR Revision: NONE |
.

|PRA Revision: NONE
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Response Revision 1

Question 720.266

Proside an evaluation in the AP600 risk-based margins analysis of the effect of seismic failure of non-seismic
equipment that interfaces with Seismic Category I equipment (e.g., mainsteam line rupture).

Response: (Revision 1)

%wwh+:.ubje.: que-!!an :pnw h!in:' .-te mapn :rper: P:!: reper :" bc :ub:nh:cd :: Sr
NRC4;. f - 'n, I n91.

The response to this RAI is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev.2.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

-

720.266R1-1
W Westinghouse
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Response Revision 1

Question 720.268

ne description of the methodology for the seismic margins analysis does not specify how to treat seismic esents
during shutdow n. During shutdown, the safety systems may not he able to function following a seismic event (e.g.,
due to maintenance), depending on the status of the plant. In addition, the non-safety systems may have been
disabled by the same seismic event. Proside a risk-based evaluation of the plant HCLPF during shutdown, including
the use of non-safety grade equipment for prevention and mitigation of core damage, containment failure, or offsite
releases.

Response:

ne rapa v ' the whj=: qw4icr :: pr: i&di ''e 1 "e mugin report. Si epert !!! he - "ned ushe

NRC by h e M, '99 L

At least one passive safety-related heat removal feature is available during all modes of shutdown. With the reactor
coolant system pressure boundaty intact, the passive residual heat removal system heat exchanger is available. With
the reactor coolant system pressure boundaty open. automatic depressurization system venting and in-containment
refueling water storage tank injection are available. With the reactor coolant system in the refueling mode, the
refueling cavity inventory provides decay heat removal. These systems provide safety-related single failure tolerant
means of removing decay heat should the nonsafety-related normal cooling system fail.

A qualitative assessment is used to show that the seismic margins defined for mode 1, bound those during shutdown.
The qualitatise assessment is provided as Attachment 1 to this RAI response.

liased on this assessment, the vulnerable shutdown state is during tnid-loop operations. With a loss of offsite power
and no ac power available, the normal residual beat removal system does not function. During mid-loop conditior.s
the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger is ineffective and the accumulators and core makeup tanks are not
required to be operable. The technical specifications require that the automatie depressudzation stages 1/2/3 be open
and the in-containment refueling water storage tank injection paths be operable in this condition. Containment
closure capability is also required. "Hiis results in passive safety-related protection against a seismic event in this
shutdown state.

SSAR Revision: NONE
.-

PRA Revision: NONE

720.268(R1)-1W Westinghouse
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Response Revision 1

ATTACHMENT 1 to RAI 720.268(RI) |

SEISMIC EVENT DURING SifUTDOWN |

De plant can be shutdown for a variety of conditions: following reactor trip; to perform required (or emergency)
maintenance as defined by tech specs; or for refueling. The state of the plant for each of these conditions may |
change and the time spent in each state may change, but the plant shutdown can be characterized by several !
parameters: reactor coolant system temperature and pressure; whether the reactor coolant system is closed or :

vented; how much water is in the vessel; what equipment can function; and what equipment is available. The
traditional shutdown modes can be subdivided based on these parameters.

Plant Mode Shutdown State Plant Status [

l
1 -- De safety-related systems are evailable for automatic actuation. .

2 Same as 3A Same as 3A described below, except that boron dilution to allow a return to [
criticality may also be in progress.

[
t

3 3A his is mode 3 with reactor coolant system pressure above -1000 psig. He .

safety-related systems are required to be operable, including the accumulators. i

ne startup feedwater system is operating for decay heat removal. Passive I

containment cooling is available and containment integrity is required.
,

1

i

3 3NA his is the same as 3A, except that the reactor coolant system pressure is below !

1000 psig and the accumulators are isolated. |
1

4 4 In this state, the reactor coolant system temperature and pressure have been |
reduced and the normal residual heat removal system is in operation. The safety- ;

related systems except the accumulators are required to be operable. |

5 51 nis state is cold shutdown with the reactor coolant system intact and decay heat
,

removal by the normal residual heat removal system. He pressurizer has a i

visible water level. He passive residual heat removal heat exchanger is j
available. One core makeup tank and one in<ontainment refueling water storage !

tank injection / containment recirculation line is available. Automatic !
,depressurization system is available. The accumulators are isolated. Passive

containment cooling is available if the containment is closed. Containment i

integrity / closure is not required.
1

'
.

!
1

1

720.268(RI)-2
W Westingh0use
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Response Revision 1

5 SF This state is cold shutdown with the reactor coolant system open and decay heat
removal by the normal residual heat removal system. He pressurizer has a
visible water level. Automatic depressurization system stages 1/2/3 paths are
open. One in-containment refueling water storage tank injection / containment
recirculation line is available. He core makeup tanks and accumulators are
isolated. He passive residual heat removal heat exchanger and the steam
generators are not effective for decay heat iemoval. Passive containment cooling
is available. Containment closure is asailable; equipment batches are closed and
air locks may be open if operable. Maintenance cables and pipes use permanent
or maintenance penetrations.

5 SD his state is the same as 5F except that the reactor coolant system has been
drained such that there isn't a visible level in the pressurizer. The reactor coolant
system level may be reduced to mid-loop and steam generator equipment hatches
removed. Nozzle dams may have been installed in the steam generators. De
passive system availability is the same as SF except for the in-containment
refueling water storage tank. In this state the in-containment refueling water
storage tank injection lines are isolated. However, they both must be operable.

6 6U This state is the refueling mode where the reactor vessel head may have been
loosened or removed, but the upper internals are in place and the refueling cavity
is not fully flooded. Systems operation and availability are the same as in state
SD.

6 6R nis state is the refueling mode where the reactor vessel head and the upper
internals have been removed and the refueling cavity is fully flooded. None of
the passive injection or heat removal systems are required. Passive containment
cooling and containment integrity / closure are not required. In this mode the
water in the refueling cavity provides the safety-related decay heat removal,
providing at least 6 hours heating before boiling and at least 72 hours boiling !

before fuel uncovery. |
|
1

Returning from refueling would generally reverse the above steps. A maintenance outage could proceed through |
state SD if maintenance is required on reactor coolant system components.

1

jSEISMIC EVALUATION
__ ,

1

Since there are passive safety-related features available in each of the shutdown modes, there is no need for
'

nonsafety-related systems to function during a seismic event. De only differences between the at-power seismic
margin analysis and a shutdown seismic margins analysis would be:

i

720.268(R1)-3W Westinghouse
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Response Revision 1

!

ne nonsafety-related residual heat removal system is connected to the reactor coolant system. He normal !e

residual heat removal system has an ASME class 3, seismic category I pressure boundary designed for 900
psig.

ne HCLPFs calculated for safety-related equipment in mode 1 are representative of the seismic margins*

during shutdown conditions.

The initiating events during shutdown were reviewed. He major failures addressed in a mode I seismic event also
apply to shutdown conditions (seismic failures of buildings, reactor coolant system components and piping, reactor
vessel). If the buildings, vessel and reactor coolant system remain intact, the initiating events would be loss of
offsite power and loss of the operating decay heat removal system because ofloss of all ac power (station blackout) !
combined with a possible loss of coolant event. -

i

ne nonsafety-related systems would not be operable, so it is unlikely that a boron dilution event could occur ne ,

makeup pumps and reactor coolant pumps cannot operate and the accumulators are isolated below ~1000 psig i

Herefore, mass or energy addition events leading to overpressure events would not occur. In addition, the isolation
valves close on the chemical and volume control system potential boron dilution paths.

!

Mode 2. States 3A and 3NA (Mode 3) and State 4SF tMode 4) )
l

If the plant is in either mode 2 or mode 3 (states 3A or 3NA), the startup feedwater system would be feeding the |

steam generators. If the postulated seismic event occurred, the startup feedwater system would be lost, but the !
passive safety features would all be available and would be automatically actuated by the safeguards signal. i

'

Therefore, the impact of the seismic event would also be the same as discussed in the level I seismic margins i

analysis.

If a break should occur, the core makeup tanks and accumulators are available for injection, the automatic
depressurization system would activate to allow in-containment refueling water storage tank injection and
recirculation.

States 4 and 51

When mode 4 is entered, accumulator injection is isolated by closing motor-operated valves. When the reactor
coolant temperature and pressure reach approximately 350*F and 400 psig, the
normal residual heat removal system is placed in service. If the postulated seismic event were to occur, the normal
residual heat removal system wo,uld fail to remove heat, but would not rupture since it is ASME class 3, seismic
category I. He reactor coolant system is pressurized so that the passive residual heat removal system could be
manually activated by the operators. If the operators do not activate the system, and either boiling starts or
inventory is lost through the normal residual heat removal relief valve, a safety injection signal is available on low
pressurizer level to activate the core makeup tanks and passive residual heat removal heat exchangers. As a result,
this state has automatic safety-related decay heat removal. Also, note that the valves in the passive residual heat
removal system would open on loss of instrument air.

.

:
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State SF

nis state is entered when the automatic depressurization stages 1/2/3 are opened. If the postulated seismic event
were to occur, the normal residual heat removal system would fail to remove heat, but would not rupture since it
is ASME class 3 seismic category I. De passive residual heat removal system would not be effective for decay
heat removal. The core makeup tanks and the accumulators are isolated. If boiling reduces inventory through the
open automatic depressurization system valves, in-containment refueling water storage tank injection will be initiated
when there is sufficient head to open the in-containment refueling water storage check valves.

States SD and 6U

When level is reduced, the in-containment refueling water storage tank water injection lines are isolated. He
automatic depressurization system valves are open so that the reactor coolant system is vented, ne safety injection
signal is disabled and the hot leg level signal is used to monitor and control the reactor coolant system. If the
postulated seismic event were to occur, the normal residual heat removal system would fail to remove heat, but
would not rupture since it is ASME class 3, Seismic category I. The passive residual heat remosal system would
not be effective for decay heat removal. The core makeup tanks and the accumulators are isolated. If either a loss
of coolant or boiling occurs, s low hot leg level signal would automatically actuate to open the in-containment
refueling water storage tank motor-operated valves to allow injection and recirculation. If the hot leg level signal
is not available, the operators would open the valves.

State 6R

After the upper intemals are removed and the refueling cavity is flooded, the safety related systems are not required.
The water would heat up and begin to boil after the loss of normal residual heat removal. If the postulated seismic I

event w ere to occur, the normal residual heat removal system would fail to remove heat, but would not rupture since
it is ASME class 3, seismic category I. However, boil down to the top of the fuel would not occur for three days
with the containment open. Procedures will be in place to instruct the plant personnel to close the containment once |
ac power is available and provide alternate means to add water to the containment.

CONCLUSION

Essentially the same safety-related equipment would be included in the seismic margins at shutdown analysis as in
the level I analysis. The HCLPF for this equipment during shutdown is equal to or greater than the 0.5g level.
Since the HCLPFs are above 0.5 g, no critical sequences would be identified. The vulnerable shutdown state is
mid-loop. However, there is passive safety-related protection against a seismic event in this shutdown state.

.

|

|
1

|
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Question 720.269

Revise the seismic margins methodology to include seismically-induced ATWS events.

Response: ; Revision 1)

P: cp: n : :': =6j::: q= ' -- !: p-- Id:d in 'h ::= : := g:- pe:* *- p - -i!! ' -- '-- ":3 :: :he !
NRC 'y Ju - ?a, -

|

The response to this RAI is provided in' the response to' 720.158 Rev.2. !
!

SSAR Revision: NONE !

PRA Revision: NONE
,
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Question 720.270

Provide diagrams of the systems modelled in the seismic margins analysis that show what is and is not seismic
Category I (e.g., piping, isolation valves, etc.). Dese should be included in the analysis.

Response: (Revision 1)

hy.awh4h; =bj=: ;; c ' ^- E prwra! in the u :e *wghwepen-D%+-willke & Mh4hc
NRC ' J-- 'O,!991.

He respome to this RAI is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev.2.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

_.
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Ouestion 720.271

Expand the seismic margins analysis to include initiating events that are greater than 0.5g (e.g., up to 0.75g). One
of the purposes of performing a risk assessment of the AP600 design is to develop a better understanding of the j
response of the plant to severe accidents and any potential weak links in the design. Core damage sequences with ;

HCLPFs greater than 0.5g will not contain any vulnerabilities, but these sequences may provide important ;

information about the balance of prevention and mitigation in the design and may provide vital information about [

SSCs that should be included in the RAP or ITAAC. An extreme example of a potential sequence of interest is i

represented by the following:
i

(Initiator: 0.55g HCLPF) * (Injection: 0.2g HCLPF) * [
(Depressurization: 0.35g HCLPF)

{
!

Although failure of injection or depressurization would occur at a low HCLPF value, the initiator's HCLPF is so
}high that the sequence would not constitute a vulnerability, in this case, the designer and the NRC must ensure that i

the initiator HCLPF was 0.5g or higher when an AP600 plant is completed, and must ensure that this information i
is maintained for use by a future COL applicant so that they would not modify the plant design in a manner that [
lowers the HCLPF of this initiator in the as-built plant. I

I
!
,

Response: (Revision 1)
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'Ihe reeps to this kAl is provided in the response to 720.158 Rev.2.
.
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SSAR Revision: NONE [
t
!PRA Revision: NONE !
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